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Crime s on camp uses can
n~ ,onge r be kept secre t

By Ben Ztpkm
Staff Reporter
ln response to several court
cases challenging the right of
education centers to withhold
cr_ime reports, all colleges and
universities receiving federal
funds will be forced to release
cumulative crime statistics to the
general public starting in 1992.
University Police Chief Roger
Beaudoin said there will probably
be an uproar when universities
are forced to release information
that was once confidential. "Many
colleges don't want (annual) statistics released because they are
afraid that it will make the school
less attractive to prospective students. 1t will be interesting,"
Beaudoin said.
The Student Right to Know
and Campus Security Act, passed
by Congress last year, has done
much to stifle the 17-year-old
Buckley Amendment. The Buckley
Amendment was designed to
protect student records, both

personal and criminal, from publie access. However, because of a
landmark decision rendered by a
Missouri judge, campus security
departments are required to release pertinent criminal information to the general public.
This means statistics illustrating the number and frequency
of campus criminal activity will
be available to prospective students and parents.Releasing these
statisticsmayfrighten manyhighrankinguniversityadministrators.
Despite the resistance the act
may be faced with, it will give
reporters, parents and federal
agencies access to files that were
once for "administrator's eyes
only."
According to Beaudoin, UNH
has been releasing statistics to the
general public for several years.
"UNH is the only university that
releasesthesestatistic stothegeneral public," Beaudoin said.
"We have always been collecting data and disseminating
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Studen t back from the Gulf
Senior Jim Bailey is home after serving in War
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them to the University. It's what I
think is appropriate," he said.
Beaudoin also cautioned that
universiti"5 report crime differently, and .hat statistics should not
be compared to those of other
schools, but evaluated separately. t
The new act grants reporters •
the chance to collect information
that was once unattainable and to
end what some reporters have
considered battles of drudgery
with campus police.
Although the Durham Police
is a municipal agency, and is,
therefore, not affected by the act,
Captain Mike Golding feels the
public has the right to know about
campus crime. "fhe public needs
the facts to discern whatthe crime
level is in a particular area whether it be in a city or on a
college campus," said Golding.
Captain Golding said he feels
there are appropriate times to
withhold information, especially
when it compromises an investigation.
1/N~ polic~ alway~ ~elease crime statistics (Ed Sawyer, Photo).···

lot."
By Cathy Craig
At night, he would pull a two
News Reporter
Picture yourself in a hole in or three-hour watch.
"If you fell asleep, the field
the desert four-feet deep and 18feet wide with only dehydrated mice running across your forehead
meals to eat and no comforts of would wake you up," Bailey said.
A bed was just one of the
home: no beer, no bed, not even a
comforts of
portable toilet.
home that he
This
was
missed while
how UNH senior
staioned in the
Lance Corporal
desert. Beer and·
Jim Bailey lived
pizza were also
for three months
high on the list.
during the Gulf
Bailey joined
War.
the Marine ReBailey, a his. serves in 1988,
tory major and
and has served
Marine Reservhalf of his sixist, was part of
year enlistment.
the 1st battalion,
25th Marines, 1st
. '··◄
.• ·-=
He spends one
Marine Division JimBaileyrecentlyretumedfrom weekend
a
that was sta- Saudi Arabia (Courtesy photo). month and two
weeks a year
tioned on the
front line along the border of Ku- with his unit at Camp Ed wards on
wait. Bailey returned from the Gulf Cape Cod. He was scheduled to
on April 9. Bailey was a mortarman graduatethis_May, but will return
who was responsible for digging to school next semester and plans
ammunition trenches, conducting graduate in May of 1992.
Bailey left UNH at the end of
night watches and firing upon the
November for Camp Lejeune, La.,
enemy when ordered .
His days, for the most part, where he trained until he left for
were filled with boredom - con- Saudi Arabia on Dec. 27.
On Jan. 30, Bailey found
ducting gun drills or waiting for
himself stationed only four or five
an order to fire.
"Most of the time we were miles from Kuwait. There was no
just waiting," Bailey said. "It was one in front of him except the
pretty boring. There was nothing Iraqis, he said. Although he was
going on, so we played football a on the front line, Bailey said he

H

was never scared. His unit had all
the support it needed and saw
little action, he said.
"As soon as the Iraqis saw
our forces drive by, they decided
not to fight," he said. "They just
came up waving white flags."
According to Bailey, the Iraqi
soldiers were taken out of their
homes and told to fight. Many
Iraqis surrendered because they
didn't want to be in the army,
they wanted to eat, and they
wanted to live, he said.
"They figured they would be
please see BAILEY, page 10
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New Student Activity program
advisor is not too busy to help
He wants to ereat more student and f acuity involvement and get students to know activities exist
By Kim Nerney
News Reporter

If you walk into the Student
Activities Office to ask Tony
Carnes if you can take his picture,
he will tell you to put his sunglasses on his plant in front of the
window and click away. "I just
don't like pictures," Carnes said.
Although Carnes doesn't like
having his picture taken, he is extremely outgoing. As the new
program advisor for student activities, Carnes has been busy since
he took over the position five
months ago. He overlooks all the
student organizations and makes
sure programming manuals are
produced and updated every
summer. Carnes is also responsible for the "Get Involved" booklet, which lists all recognized student organizations and their purpose. This summer Carnes will be
taking over the Commuter Transfer Center.
Along with these summer responsibilities come specific long
range plans and concerns. "I
would like everyone on campus
to know about the existence of
organizations," he said laughing.
"You can lead a horse to water,
but you can't make him drink."
He wants people to be aware that
there are organizations and clubs
to satisfy everyone's interests.
Carnes has organized workshops, including a semester of
MUB mini-courses, and is in the

process of getting another semester of mini-courses ready. According to Carnes, ballroom
dancing was the most popular
course this semester winning out
over self-defense; the enrollment
for self-defense was down this
semester.
Carnes feels humor helps
him to work with people. Humor
does not turn people off, it loosens people up, he said.
"If you can lighten the moment up, peoplewillcometoyou
with problems and they don't
need more tension, so my thought
was to relieve the tension
somehow,"hesaid.
Carnes wants to create more
student and faculty interaction.
"I have taken the first step in this
long-range plan by talking to organizations during our meetings
and sent out a survey to all of the
organizations," he said. Carnes
said this survey will allow him to
find out the current needs of the
organizations. The next step will
be to do the same thing on the
faculty side and see what their
needs are. He said he will also try
to find out what individual faculty
interests are. The idea is to get
more out of classroom atmosphere involvement between faculty and students.
The job adjustment has been
easy for Carnes. "It wasn't difficult for me because I went to
school here," he said.

South Korean
Battle Police
South Korean protesters battled with riot police in 13
cities around the country. On the third day of antigovernment demonstrations, violence erupted. In
Seoul, nearly a hundred people were injured and at
least 170 protesters were arrested. South Korean
President Roh pledged to stop the violence and called
upon the nation to settle. The demonstrations were
sparked by last week's fatal beating of a student by
police.

Yeltsin Signs
Accord with Coal
Miners
Soviet Union President Gorbachev presided over a
somber May Day parade in Red Square while his rival
Yeltsin achieved a great victory with striking coal
miners. Yeltsin signed an accord in Siberia to transfer
control of mines from the Kremlin and perhaps end a
coal strike. Yeltsin may have another rival as exPremier Ryzhkov may run against Yeltsin for the
Russian republic's presidency in June elections.

Carnes was a non-traditional
student who majored in theater.
He hopes that by having known
the student perspective, he can
make activities more visible.
One of his goals is to get students to know that student activities exist; he wants students to be
aware of what is going on.
When Carnes was a student
here at UNH, he knew that organizations existed, but he did not
have a lot of free time to get involved because of his major.
"This gives mea sense of what
needs there are. I am better able to
address situations," he said.
"If I were a student here I
would get involved in COSA
(Come One See All) it's a gorilla
theater club. I would get involved
with WUNH because I like music.
The Outing Club is a great club,"
he said. Other organizations
Carnes said he would participate
in include The New Hampshire, the
Medieval Re-creation Club and the
Commuter Activities Board.
Carnes said he does not have
direct involvement with these
clubs, but is always willing to assistthem. "Peoplecometomewith
questions and I try to help them,"
he said.
Carnes said his basic function
is to be a go-between for the students and faculty. "My door is
open and I am not doing anyone
any good if nobody stops by or
asks questions," he said.

New Student Activity advisor Tony Carnes wants to use
humor to help relate to people at his job. (Linda Hyatt, Photo)

Seniors.

Typhoon Kills
Thousands in
Bangladesh
Angola Civil War
Appears Over
Angola's government and U.S.- backed rebels reached
a peace agreement to end the 16 -year-old civil war.
Diplomats in Lisbon, where the two sides have been
negotiating, said a formal accord would be signed late
this month in Portugal by Angolan President dos Santos
andSavimbi,leaderoftheUnitaguerrillaorganizatjon.
The details of the accord and its significance to Angola's
future have not yet been. disclosed.
·

Israel's Shamir
Receives Opposition at Home
Four Israeli political parties threatened to topple Prime
Minister Shamir' s ruling coalition if Israel makes concessions on the number of meetings involved in a
Mideast peace conference. The right-wing and religious
parties said they will leave the government if it agrees

Thousands of civilians in Bangladesh dies due to a
violent Typhoon lasting eight hours. Officially, the
death toll is approximately 300, but news agencies in
the country estimated that 25,000 to 50,000 people may
have died during or after the storm. Many of the dozen
affected coastal areas were still under water, and navy
and other rescue vessels were rushing to reach victims.
The port of Chittagong, Bangladesh' scomrnercial center,
remained awash with sea water, and heavy industrial
damage was reported in the city's industrial zone.

Allied Forces
·Expand Neutral
Zone
Allied military officials said their forces will expand a
security zone in northern Iraq in order to gain more
space for Kurdish refugees. The plan consisted of
expanding 25 miles eastward to secure an area for a
second camp to shelter Iraqi Kurdish refugees returning from southern Iraq. Meanwhile, American reconnaissance forces probed deeper into Iraqi territory in
search of lost soldiers and more refugees.
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Sigma Nu brother Kevin Perhamus announces Greek games (Jim Bello, Photo).

l:AE bonfire kicks off the opening of Greek Week (Jim Bello,
Photo).

tij
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Clockwise from the top are: Pete Marcoux, Chris Gillorde,
Ted Castonguay, and Matt Cinelli. They are the winqers of
the Dizzy Bat contest (Jim Bello, Photo).
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Civil rights lawyer
hopes to educate

/

Lou Gerwitz fights for minorities
He said he is now currently
By Stephen Mistler
working with Native Americans
News Reporter
Civil rights lawyer Lou in fighting the proposed James Bay
Gerwitz said the beating of Rodney · Project.
According to Juan Heath, coKing by several Los Angeles police
officers is just one of the many acts director of the UNH Native
of violence against minorities. He American Cultural Association,
also told of numerous accounts of the James Bay Project is a proposed
racism and bigotry against mi- hydro-electric plant in Quebec,
norities he has encountered. Canada. He said the plant is in
Gerwitz said he feels most people conflict with the residence of Naare not ignorant of the problem of tive Americans in the area. He
violence and minorities, but that added that the plant would also
people choose to turn the other poison water systems.
Gerwitz said the James Bay
way.
"Part of the reason peopletum Project is "electricity that nobody
away is because juries are afraid to wants or needs."
Gerwitz came to UNH after a
admonish the police," he said.
Anaudienceof80peoplecame 15yearabsenceoftalkingtocollege
to the MUB Strafford Room Mon- and high school students in an
day night to hear Gerwitz. He effort to "put an old head on young
worked to defend political prisoner shoulders" and to inform young
Leonard Peltier, a Chippewa In- people that this country is "in serious trouble." He said the answers
dian, in 1977.
According to Gerwitz, Peltier to the problems that face our world
was convicted of slaying two FBI can be found in the younger genagents in an 18-hour gun fight on eration and they can make a difthe Pine Ridge Reservation in South ference in the fate of the world.
Dakota in 1976. Gerwitz said the
"Nobody is going to change
case has gone down as one of the the profit making motive which
most controversial cases in history drives this country until we begin
because much of the evidence was to realize that this is not just an
used against the defendant was Indian problem, but our problem."
Gerwitz said he has made an
fabricated. Peltier was sentenced
to two life sentences, and his appeal effort to visit universities
throughout New England to enwas denied in October 1987.
He said the majority of his courage students to educate themclients are of Native American de- selves about the civil rights probscent. Gerwitz has worked on nu- lems that are facing the nation. He
merous cases involving the rights urged the audience to organize a
• of Mexican-Americans in Texas group to petition against the James
and with African-Americans in the Bay Project and to create publicity.
The event was funded by the
Boston area.

Students attend "Celebrating The Many Faces of Men" seminar in
The presentation was one of five
programs that occurred yesterday. These were dedicated toward exploring men's roles in society. (Clayton

Gould Photo}
PFO. Other co-sponsors were the
Progressive Student Network, the
Political Science Club, Amnesty
International, African and AfricanAmerican Student Alliance, and
MUSO.
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Massachusetts'
Paul Tsongas to
Run for President

Federal Reserve
Lowers Discount
Rate

Paul Tsongas (pronounced with T silent) opened a longshot campaign for the 1992 Democratic presidential
nomination. The former Massachusetts senator pledged
that he would "plant the seeds of America's economic
renaissance," and move the nation back into prosperity
from the current lull in growth. Tsongas became the first
Democrat to declare his candidacy.

The Fed moved to bring down interest rates by cutting the
rate it charges on loans to member banks by half a point to
5 .5 %. The move is expected to trigger banks to lower their
interest rates to consumers and thus spur growth and
investment in the economy. The news was well received
in Washington as Bush called the announcement "very
good news." The President's praise may indicate he is
likely to reappoint Alan Greenspan as Fed Chief when his
term expires in August.

AIDS Update
Brings Good and
Bad News
A new AIDS study found it would be cost effective to give
the drug AZf to people who are infected with the AIDS
virus but are still healthy. This drug is one of the only

known deterrent of AIDS and its newfound cost availability is promising for AIDS patients. On a darker note, the
World Health Organization reported that nearly Eix million Africans are believed to be infected with the virus
that causes AIDS.

Fire Cripples Maine
Atomic
Reactor
A fire crippled the Maine Yankee atomic plant, indefinitely closing down one of the nation's oldest reactors.
Officials at the Wiscasset, Maine facility stressed that
Monday's blaze affected the non-nuclear side of the plant
and no radiation was released, but critics said it showed
the potential danger of nuclear power. Investigators are
studying the wreckage to determine the cause of the fire.

Look
for
usll

Setup Shows
Discrimination
at Employment
Agencies
A civil rights group may have found a way to prove
discrimination in employment agencies. The setup consisted of two individuals, one white and one black, both
with similar educations, personalities, interviewing
techniques, and personal lives. Each individual entered
an employment agency in search of a job. The outcome
showed the black applicant was shunned and barely
given common courtesy while the white applicant was
encouraged for a position, and ultimately landed a job.
Due to this planned study, one of the nation's largest
employment agencies is under suit.

Automakers
Post Httge Losses
General Motors and Ford and Chrysler posted firstquarter losses, $376.5 million for GM after big one-time
gains, $884.4 million for Ford and $598 million for
Chrysler. With such a poor start, all three companies are
expected to post losses for the entire year of 1991. The
losses are blamed upon higher gas prices along with the
overall economic slowdown.
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MUB Board of Governors works
to ensure that students are heard
Board is result of student demand
By Alexandra Welch
News Reporter
Although not much is heard
about the MUB Board of Governors, this student-run organization
is one of the main reasons that
there are student rights within the
MUB.
The MUB Board of Governors
is "responsible for setting policies
in the MUB," said Vice Chairperson Jeff Hayes.
''The organization consists of
three committees, that were created to ensure that students have a
voice," said Hayes. The Space
Allocation Committee evaluates
space in the MUB, and reviews

and makes decisions on space requests by student organizations,
said Hayes.
The Budget Committee develops budgets for the building.
The budget for this year is $2
million.
The Public Relations Committee works as a liaison between
the board and the students. The
committee uses surveys to find
out what students want. For example, the renovation of the MUB
basement was an idea generated
by students who were surveyed,
said Hayes, adding that the board
always takes student interests into
consideration.

30 DEERFIELD DRIVE, DOVER, NH 03820 / (603) 749-4383
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A student protest 20 years ago
led to the establishment of the organization, Hayes said. He added
that because students paytheMUB
fee, they should control the policies.
Other members of the the
board include a faculty advisor, a
representative from an alumni
organization and a member of the
Professional, Administrative and
Technical Council.
According to Hayes, governor positions are advertised in the
paper, and students are selected
onabas;· :Jfinterview.Theboard's
meetings are held weekly, and are
open to the public.

j
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UNH

PERSONALIZED - PROFESSIONAL - CONFIDENTIAL SERVICE

Student Art Show - sponsored by the Student Art Association. Senate/
Merrimack room, MUB, 9-5.
UniversityTheater- "All' Well That End's Well." Johnson Theater,8p.m.

SATURDAY
UNH Horse Trials - Dressage. Green Acres Farm on Freshet Road in
Dover, 8 a.m. Info: Amy Dickens 1174 or Anne, 5542.
Auction-Recovered/unclaimed bicycles. Property available for inspection from 9-10 a.m. University Police Dept. Parking lot, 10 a.m.
MUSO film Festival- Dr,a d Legends: Elvis/Marilyn/James Dean: "Viva
Las Vegas," 5 p.m.; "Gentleman Prefer Blondes,". 7:30p.m.; "Rebel
Without a Cause," 10 p.m. Strafford Room, MUB.
University Theater - "All's Well That End's Well." Johnson Theater, 8
p.m.
Chamber Music Concert - Stanley D. Hettinger, directing. Auditorium,
Murkland, 8 p.m.

SUNDAY
UNH Horse Trials -Cross-Country jumping phase, ranging over a mile
and a half of fields, woods, jumps, and water obstacles. Behind the UNH
light Horse Center, 8 a.m. Stadium jumping, UNH Boulder Field, noon.

SK Road Race - Alpha Chi Omega. Proceeds donated in Lonni Stern's
name to cancer research. 29 Madbury Road, Check in 9-10:30 a.m., race
starts at 11 a.m., entry fee $5. Walkers welcome. Info: 868-9924 and Fiona
or Beata, 862-4485.
Honors Convocation - Lundholm Gymnasium, 2 p.m.
Concert - New England School Steel Band Festival. Sponsored by UNH
Panik Steel Band. Eight New England Steel Bands from grade schools to
colleges. Granite State Room, MUB, 3 p.m., free.
MUSO Film - "Camille Claudel." Strafford Room, MUB, 7:30 p.m. & 10
p.m.
UNH Jazz Band - Dave Seiler, directing. Johnson Theater, 8 p.m.

MONDAY
Spanish Film - "El Espiritu de la Colmena." Auditorium, Murkland, 4
p.m., $1.

Concerns voiced by Staff
at their first speak out
Fifty turn out despite the rain

Seminar - ''The Spirituality of Nature." Sponsored by United Campus
Ministry. Movie: ''The Goddess Remembered." Guest speakers: Penny
Morrow, Women's Studies Dept., Paul Brockelman, Philosophy Dept.
Meditation with· UNH chaplain Mary Westfall. Hillsborough Room,
MUB, 5-7 p.m.
Traditional Jazz Series - Concert #77, ''Ray Smith's Paramount Jazz
Band." Strafford Room,MUB, 8 p.m. Tickets at MUB Ticket Office and
at door.

TUESDAY
By Deanna Dumam

News Editor
Telecommunications director Charlie Simpson said UNH is
"like a Third World country." He
said, with a hint of sarcasm, that
the staff (members) tend to get
tromped on, and they should
know their place and stay in it. A
group of about 50 people stood in
the Murkland courtyard in the
pouring rain to hear what he and
others had to say at the first staff
speak-out.
"People aren't at all happy
with the way they are being
treated," Simpson said.
President Dale Nitzschke
said if the faculty feels they are
not important, then the administration has failed. He said UNH is
having financial difficulties, and
"all of us need to work together."

Staff member Melissa
Gray kin said because the staff has
little job security, many staff
members are afraid to speak out.
She said the adminisration has
"overlooked the real and pressing
needs of the staff." She reminded
the crowd that "someone has to
deal with the drudgery around
here."
Graykin said, "Students,
we're here to serve you." She said
when students have a problem,
they end up dealing with staff,
and if the staff member is dissatisfied with his or her job, students
will be dissatisfied with the ser-

notified by her insurance company
that she had been fired, she said.
Ducharme said she did not know
of this, and her boss said he didn't
know anything about it either.
The University staff makes up
2,000 of the people at UNH, and
they are the second largest group
on campus, said llbrary assistant
Roland Good body, adding that the
staff is also the invisible body on
campus.
DCE secretary Kathleen
Curran said staff members act as
ambassadors to UNH. "We're not
just staff," she said.
Don Graves, professor of

vice they receive.

ed. ucation, and Ducharme' s boss,

Many staff members are students as well, said staff member
Sue Ducharme. She added that
she once went two pay periods
without a paycheck. She was then

said that his department "can't
function" without Ducharme.
"Sue Ducharme makes us go," he
said.

Last day an announced oral or written exam may be given before final
exam period.
Brown Bag Series-"Adding Body Sense to Life." Learn how to eliminate
stressful physical habits and participate in life with balance & composure. Room 101, New Hampshire Hall, 12:30 to 1:30 p.m.
Student Recital #10 - Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Arts, 1 p.m.
Spanish Film - "El Espiritu de la Colmena." Auditorium, Murkland, 7
p.m.$1.
Open House - Share ideas & thoughts on next years' programs for
Women's Issues RE.source Center. Room 108, MUB, 7:30 p.m. Info 1191.
Celebrityseries-JosephHolmesChicagoDanceTheatre.JohnsonTh eater,
8 p.m. Tickets at MUB Ticket Office.
Parking Forum -A discussion on the proposed parking plans. Strafford
Room, MUB, 12:30-2 p.m.

To submit information stop in the MUB Administration Office, Room 322
for forms and deadlines.
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Should New Hampshire be the first testing place
for the French abortion pill RU486?

Bob Jones
Business
Administration
Junior

Kari Bernard
German
Senior

"I don't see why not, but I would
imagine anti-abortionists would
oppose it."

Jordan Kelley
Physical Education
Junior

"I think that if it's a safe pill and
doesn'tcause anyharm it should be
tested."

"No, not at all. I don't agree with
~bortion at all. I think testing a pill
like that would be murder."

\

Angie Reed
Water Resource
Management
Senior

Scott Knight
Computer Science
Freshman

'1t's a great thing. I don't think it
should be used as a substitute for
birth control, but if it's easier and
safer they should definitely test it."

On the subject of RU486 pill being tested in
NewHampshire, the majority the University of New
Hampshire students asked not only said they thought
it should be tested here, but that the possibility surprised them.
Angie Reed said she was surprised New Hampshire was being considered to be the first place in the
United States for testing of RU486.
"New Hampshire is usually so behind on things,"
she said.
Melissa Baker said the idea of testing in New
Hampshire was unexpected to her because the abortion pill is such an European concept in women's
health.

Melissa Baker
English
Senior

''I think it's a good idea. If it's
relatively safe, then why not? If it's
something that works, why should
we deny ourselves?

Kari Bernard said the possible testing of the RU486
pill is right in keeping with New Hampshire's tradition
of being first in the nation.
"Idon'tthinkit'sodd,"saidBernard. "We also have
the primaries here."
Bernard said the upcoming primaries might bring
the pill itself more recognition in the United States.
"It's a good place to start it in because it'll get lots
of attention," ·she said.
Beyond the issue of RU486 simply being in New
Hampshire, most students asked said they had no
qualms with the pill being tested as long as the testing
is handled

Compiled by Winifred Walsh

"Given that it's a woman's right to
choose, I believe it's a good idea
that they're increasing the amount
of choices women have."

responsibly.
Bob Jones said the choice to take the pill
should be definitely be up to the woman and
should not be pushed on her.
"It should be tested as long as the person is
willing," he said.
However, for Jordan Kelley who does not
believe in abortion, the benefits of testing of the pill
are not even an issue.
Kelley said abortion's increased accessibility
because of the RU486 pill does not matter to him
because abortion is wrong to begin with.
..
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Retired faculty can still
have close ties withUNH
New informal organization established on campus
By Pamela Margaritis
News Reporter
UNii has established a new
organization that enables retired
faculty to continue scholarly research and maintain ties to the
University.
According to Marion James,
professor emeriti of history and
chairperson of the Retired University Faculty Association Executive Committee, the association has several goals: to enable
retired faculty to stay informed
on University affairs, to be of
service to the University when
appropriate, to provide incentives
and support for members to con-

tribute scholarly pursuits, to
monitor faculty benefits and to
establish University-association
relationships when appropriate.
James said retired faculty
committees similar to UNH' s are
becoming more and more common all over the country.
Retired faculty can bring a
certain objectivity to solving problems, said James.
"We have the experience of
manyyearsand moretimetogive.
We can make suggestions and can
act as a sounding board," James
said.
According to James, the organization is informal. Although re-

GENERAL

tired faculty are automatically
members, they don't ·have to attend the group seminars unless
they wish to, she said.
James said the past year has
been a year of experimentation.
The association has established a
set of bylaws. The committee is
now planning future events.
James said the University administration will determine where
the talents of the organization can
be usE:Walter Eggers, vice president
for academic affairs, has been vefY
helpful in establishing the assoc&tion, said James.

MOVIE NIGHT: Join us for a movie followed by informal discussion. Sunday, May 5, Waysmeet, Protestant Student Center, 7 p.m.
HALL PROGRAM: Spirituality Monday, May 6, B Tower,
Christiensen Hall, 7 p.m
HALL PROGRAM: Massage. Monday, May 6, Congreve Hall, 8:30
p.m. and Tuesday, May 7, Main Lounge, Randall, 8 p.m.
HALL PROGRAM: "Humor is Healthy." Tuesday, May 7, Hitchcock/Randall Pitt, 6:30 p.m.
SUMMER WORK: University Advising Center will be hiring peer
advisors to work 25 hours a week form June 10 - 30th. Total pay is
$400. Applications in Hood House, lower level.
RETURNING STUDENT ACADEMIC S_UPPORT GROUP: Adult
returning students meet to share information, resources, discuss
common concerns, 862-1548. Tuesdays, Room 105, Verrette House
Building, noon to 1:30 p.m.
PHONE HOTLINE: Confidential information and support for gay,
lesbian, and bisexual students or those questioning their sexuality.
Run by trained students - call 862-3922. Sundays-Thursdays, 6-9
p.m.
PARKING FORUM: A panel of the parking committee will answer
questions on the proposed parking plan. Tuesday, 12:30-2 p.m.
Strafford Room, MUB.

HEALTH

·

EATING CONCERNS SUPPORT GROUP: On-going support group
for individuals struggling with eating concerns including compulsive eating or bulimia. Call Health Education, 862-3823 or Counseling, 862-2090 for a screening appointment:
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING: Sessions are open only
to those who have a desire to stop drinking. Monday~Friday,
Conference Room #201A, Health Services, noon-1 p.m.
AL-ANON MEETING: Mondays, Medical Library #222, noon-1
p.m.

MEETINGS
DISCUSSION GROUP: For lesbians and women questioning their
sexuality. Tuesdays, Resource Room #249, Health Services, 3-4
p.m.
DISCUSSION GROUP: Faculty /Staff gay men, lesbians, and bisexuals. Tuesdays, Resource Room #249, Health Services, 4:30-5:30
p.m.

Sociology s~dents hold a mock juvenile hearing in Durham District Court with Dover prosecuting
attorney as Judge and students playing roles of defendant, probation officer, family, etc.

STUDENTS FOR CHOICE MEETING: We are dedicated to keeping reproductive choice in New Hampshire and the U.S. Mondays,
Rm. 41, Ham Smith, 7 p.m.
To submit information stop in the MUB Administration Office,
Room 322 for forms and deadlines.
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White Fang

~

C\I

30 DEERFIELD DRIVE, DOv'ER, NH 03820 / (603) 749-4383

•

Sat. & Sun . Mat. 4:20; Eves. 6:35 & 9:00

the doors
.

. .I L.A.
(PG) 105min.

Sat. & Sun. Mat.
12:35 & 2:35

■

I

Sat. & Sun. Mat.
4:45; Eves. 8:45

Story

(PG-13) lOOmin.

Sat. & Sun. Mat. 4:55;
Eves. 7:00 & 9:00

Shipwrecked Class Action
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Gratefal Heart Enterprise
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Country Snood

r, ._ ~-(;;

100% Cotton - 66 colors available

Regular snoods - $13-95
Bun snoods - $3.50 NEW TI'EMI
Large-bodied snoods - $15.95 ·
/mid-back length or longer)
Child-sized snoods· $11.95
(toage8/
Includes postnge and handlb,g

;.: 1
' ,.
.

~\J\

, ,.

:

GRATEFUL HEART ENTERPRISE
390nh Upper Elm st., Sprtngvalc, ME 04083

MATINEES SATURDAY & SUNDAY

$2.50

I
,(_

PERSONALIZED - PROFESSIONAL - CONFIDENTIAL SERVICE

COLLEGE STUDENTS
$8.25 BASE PAY
r*Vector Marketing Corp. has positions "'l
available
*No experience necessary, willing to train
*Gain resume experience marketing,
advertising, and PR
*Flexible hours for the summer
*Internships & scholarships available
.._
•All majors may apply
..i
For interview/ orientation
appointment
Call Monday-Friday
10a.m.-6p.m.
(603) 964-8997

Summer Storage
in
Durham
(June, July, August)
Free Pick-up & Delivery
inDurham

Call
•

868-53506'
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ROM THE HOU~E
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Thi s Was The Big Gam e
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Pete Tipping - Greek page coordina tor
:-:-•---:•

LastSunday,I tookabout
two hours out of my day to go
watch a ball game. I went behind
the Field House to where the fans
were gathered in the bleachers. I
walked on past the UNH game to
where a much more important
gamewasbeingplayed. Ina corner
of the field was a crowd of 40 or so.
There were men in hats and cleats,
a pitcher, a batter and a catcher.
There were wives and girlfriends,
children and pets. This scene had
all the makings of a family outing,
complete with homemade cookies, hot dogs and Coca-Cola. So
what? I mean, big deal. Who
cares?
The Durham Police care,
• that's who. This was an ordinary
· Sunday in April with ordinary
people playing an ordinary softball game. But the extraordinary
thing about this game is who
played in it. The Durham Police

ganized by Durham police officer
Sean Kelly of the and Delta Chi
brother Chris Haug, this event
brought together two seemingly
opposite groups of people in a
friendly contest.
The last time most of you
heard of these two groups in the
same article it was probably bad
news. In fact, some of the people
involved in Sunday's game
couldn't believe it was happening.
Delta Chi brother Al Draper said,
" Who would have thought this
imaginable, playing them
(Durham PD) I mean." Who
would have thought, Al. A p parently a few people did, because
it happened. In conversations with
Capt. Joe McGann I learned, contrary to popular belief, that the
PoliceDepart mentdoesn'th atethe
Greek syste; it has faith in it. If he
and other officers in the town harbored such animosity for Greeks
do you really think we would still
be here? For those disbelievers I
say, "Actions speak louder than

words."
The idea here is to break
down the barriers between "Us"
and ''Them" and to bring about
the realization that we are all a
part of the same community, not
apart in the same community. Officer Kelly has offered to be the
contact person for any future
games with Greeks or other organizations and can be reached at
868-2324. I saw Capt. McGann's
nine-year-old son Corey just before his last at-bat. When asked
what he thought of the day, he
responded, ''Yeah, it's fun and
these guys (Delta Chi) are cool. I
just hope I get a hit."
Well,thegam e went nine
innings and after two hours of
blood, sweat and tears, Delta Chi
beat the aging Durham squad.
Even though Corey McGann
didn't get his last up, and the 13 to
10 decision went to Delta Chi, I
think if this keeps up we'll all end
up winners!

. the ,participat~on ::ofboth Greeks.,
and ·non-Greeks .in the marath~n::
:could .. stated: .t hat th~re ~as a
w~1<1:.:theJ>l~ge for if Dajr~uc~
tionatATQ'.T.hursdayafternoon . 'steady stream of games all through

\\ras~he first•charity e:Venf9(the ·

:\}/}:::::::::::-:,:,:.·.·

·.·.··.·. ·:.·-:-:-:-:-:<-:-:-:-;-•,• ··

•J'.hetiLThe Keg Tosffaised $200/ '
!: Jr~~tltalso ~ij¢0.tJhet hree)
·.· ·.·.· .: ;.:=:.:>::::::::
....::· :::: :· : ·.·.. ·.·.·.·.
:::: :::·•·.............
•·•:::: ::/'.,:,};}\
))..}: =::?/?]::):::;:;:::: :=: =: =:: .....

A large crowd gathers on Kappa Delta's lawn for the Greek Games. (Jim Bello, Photo.)

Phil anth ropy Cou ncil mak es mar atho n a succ ess
Have you ever play volleyball at three in the morning?
Well, if not, you should have
stopped by at the 24-hour
VolleyBall Marathon last Friday.
It started at noon on April 26th at
East-West Park next to the Memorial Union Building. "It was
really good because we had people
playing consistently from noon

body had a great time especially
since it was such a clear, reasonably warm night.
The idea came up at the
beginning of the semester at one
of the first Greek Philantropy
Council meetings. This council
is made up of the philanthropis ts
from every sorority and fraternity. It was formed so we could
share ideas and concerns for our
office, which involves getting
each person's house involved in

until 5:30 in the morning." com-

volunteering and fundraisers.

By Michelle Sleeter
A~pha Xi Delta

mented Michelle Gold, a Delta
Zeta sister who was one of the
organizers of the event. Every-

We had lots of great ideas but the
24-hour volleyball game was the
most fun. By doing this, wecould

gettheentirec ommunityinv olved
as well.
Turning the volleyball
idea into a reality took all of our
effort. It was the focus of every
meeting we had. We attempted to
get the Oyster River Schools, the
local businesses, and the entire
campus involved. This was difficult since this was our first year,
but we did get lots of support. We
got gift certificates, donations, and
teams from local businesses. We
got quite a few teams preregistered
from campus groups, dorms, and
Greek houses.
Friday turned out to be a

gorgeous day for playing volleyball. Teams started playing at noon
and played a few games during
the half-hour time slots. We had
teams and individuals playing and
just sitting to listen to the two
bands, King's Gambit and Out of
Bounds, and WERZ who came on
location. Smith Hall had the largestturnout from thedorms. Kappa
Delta and Phi Kappa Sigma had
the most people from the sororities
and fraternities.
The Volleyball Marathon
was very successful and we plan
on doing it again next year. We
familiarized everyone we could

about it this year, so next year
there will be two nets with teams
playing for all 24 hours-right? !!!
All the proceeds from this year are
going to the New Hampshire Task
Force on Child Abuse and Neglect,
the.Dover Children's Home, and
the Jennifer Ninneson Wish Foundation. Thank you very much to
all who played and helped out to
make this a success.

Michelle Sleeter is a junior at the Univerisity of
New Hampshire
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The Student Art Show, held in the Senate Marrimack room of the MUB, displays
students' work. The show is scheduled to run April 29 - May 3. (Ed Sawyer, Photo)
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Examples of students' work al the Photography Show. (Ed Sawyer, Photo)
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:Stud,ents, facualty and staff are invited to browse through
in the Granite State room of the MUB. The show began on Wednesday and is ~
W
scheduled to end today. (Ed Sawyer, Photo)
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D~ncers visit .campus
1986, and choreographer Randy
Onacampuswherethe em, jazz and ballet training.
At 10 a.m. the same day, Duncan, who has been directing
issue of diversity has become an
the
group
is offering a "Chan~e to the troupe since 1986, has won
issue, where the AfricanAmerican student population is Dance" class as an extra bonus for similar prizes for Outstanding
Choreographer of the Year in 1988.
a mere 1 percent, the next Celeb- all those interested.
Company
member Patrick
The
troupe,
which
was
rity Series presentation by the
founded in 1974, has received na- Mullaney won Outstanding
Joseph
Dancer of the
Holmes ChiYear
that
cago Dance
same year.
Theatre
Tickcomes as a
ets
are
availbreath
of
ab le at the
fresh air.
Memorial
The
Union Buildnationally
ing Ticket
known,mulOffice. Gentiracial comera
I ticket
p any perprices
are
forms Tues$18; faculty,
day,May7at
staff and se8 p.m. in the
niors
are $16;
Johnson
and students
Theater in
are $12. To
the
Paul
reserve call
Creative
862-2290 or
Arts Center.
go to the ofTheir reperfice between
toire ranges
the hours of
f r o m
10 a.m. to 4
"Aretha," a
p.m., Monsuite from ,
the streets, to
Cynthia Bowen and Keith Elliott perform "Medley." courtesy Photo
day through
Friday. Tick"Turning
ets
will
also
be
available
at the
Tides," described as "an exquis- tional acclaim, with the New York
ite expression of emotion," Times citing its "exuberant New door. For further information on
which is set to music from such York City debut," and Tempo, the group rates or the "Chance to
composersandgroupsasAretha national dance magazine, noting Dance" class, pleasecall862-3227.
I The event is funded in
Franklin, Aaron Copeland and "steamy, lively fireworks" from
Shadowfax. The theme of the the five women in the 11-member part by the New England Foundarepertoire is to illuminate dra- company. The troupe also won tion for the Arts, with support from
matic moments in life, with the Ruth Page Award for Out- the National Endowment for the
movement derived from mod- standing Artistic Achievement in Arts and the New Hampshire State
Council on the Arts.

BAILEY, from page 10 - - - in better shape in our hands than the desert.
"It was like running
in Saddam Hussein's," he said.
Bailey said he saw many around in a snowsuit," he said.
Bailey was relieved when
wounded Iraqi soldiers, but very
the cease-fire was called at 8 a.m.,
few wounded Americans.
''There are about 20,000 on Feb. 28. After the cease-fire was
Marines in the 1st Marine Division called, Bailey was ordered to take
and only five were killed. Only the magazine out of his rifle.
He and his unit drove
two were wounded from my batthrough Kuwait City on March 3.,
talion," Bailey said.
Many of the soldiers where thousands of Kuwaitis
were concerned with being ex- gathered to celebrate.
"They were so grateful
posed to nerve gas. Bailey had to
wear a protective suit and carry to us," he said. "It was the best
100 pounds of gear while crossing feeling I experienced the whole
time I was over there."

Write for The New Hampshire

/

//
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17/
We're cool and. we're happy
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:]-{as something in 'Ifie 'l{f,w
:J-{ampsfiire got you down?
Write a fetter to tfie editor
or you 1{{ fiave no one to
6{ame 6ut yourself.
Write for THE NEW HAMPSHIRE!
Stop by Rm. 151 in the MUB for
more info.

NOW RENTING FOR FALL '91

~.r::.
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NEWMARKET
STORAGE
I
*mini bins available
- all sizes
*Inside and Outside
boat and auto storage
always available

UNH Summer
Storage Specia
Available
133 Exeter Road
Newmarket, NH

(603)659-7959

Discover Kinko's for great
conies on your terms.
The hardes~part ts over. After

all the late nights and long
hours you'vt! finished your term paper or thesis ... and now
you could use a little help. At Kinko's. we'll help you _ ~
present your work in the best possible light with: __ :::.--v' a wide selection of paper and bindings,
__
v' great copies.
__

~lln N
r-------------- -------vv' late-night hours and quick service.
v' affordable prices.

1----

k■

1 S&S:10-5
1 51 Main

Street Durham

·----------------.,

I

H<,.: Open

FREE CATALOG.

800-726-7802
24 Hours
7 Days
a.,!109 N. 21st~ Hollywood, F l ~

~

***All RENTALS IN DURHAM***

Call Kyreages Inc. Rentals
1-800-732-4817

•••

- --- - - - ------------- - --- - -- -·

CALL UP TO 11:00 PM DAILY FOR DETAILS
AND INFORMATION
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE'S

Well
1 iI All's
That Ends Well
(i~~2;;;i;•(i;9:63~;--i1P.M.
_PIZZA&ROA~TBEEF

96 Mam St., Newmarket, N.Jf.

7Day,

Fd

..:....·'.•.

Fast. Convenient, Direct-to-You
savings of up to 50%. All Brands
and Prescriptions in stock, including Tints & Disposables.
Overnight shipments available.
Lenses 100% Guaranteed in factory-sealed vials.
Call for infonnation and

1
1

'""O'S
the copy center

1 (603)868-6322

·.;

Contact Lenses For Less

I

Kinko's offers 100% cotton Kinko's Premium Paper that
meets thesis requirements. We offer excellent quality as
well as service. Offer good at listed locations only. One
1
coupon per customer. Not valid with any other offer.
1 M-F:7:30-9:00 Good through June 30. 1991
1

~ I

ttudent Services

ci~
-:::...,

, 10°/o C>FF CC>PI:ES

:•~n:
i
[
l
r:;; _,_ - - - - - - 7

Valentine Smith House
Hamilton Smith House
IC!!::!!n
(Red Tower)
•~
J. Twombly House
John Giles House
Other single family houses
One of each: four, five,
arid s·1x person units
available. Walk to campus
.
;r::■
facilities. Off street parking.
Heat and hot water
included. Some units,
Landlord pays all utilities.

&Sat.I

l'rL'..,L'lltL'll h y thL'
Un1vcr..,1ty ()I NL'W Hamp..,hm:
lkpartmcnt ut Theater .111d i),111cl'
llJlJO 'JI ~l.'.1,1111

Dirl'Ctl'd by David Richman
April
April
M.1v
M,1\·

2(, .ind 2-, at X:00 l'.M .
~() ,111d M.1v I .1t 10 ~O \ ,1
I .111d 2 ,lt ,- :llO I' \1
\ .111d -1 .11 :< '){, ;• "''

1t,hn,1m ThL',ltL'r 6
l'.1ul <. ·rl',lllVL' Art, i.. :L·ntcr
Un1vcr,1ty ,,t New H,1n1p,h1rc
l)urh.1m . NH
57
UNH Studl'nh . E111pl1>\L'L'' ,
Alu111n1 , '.->L'llJllr, . $(,
RL·,crv.1t1011..,: ((,(UI X(,2 -22<)()
I )rnnn ThL',JtL'r l'.1l'ic1gL· ,11
thL· New F-ngl.1nd (.'. L'll!L' I

<. :L'nL'r,il Ad1111,,11,n ·
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TASk Tip of the Week
Take controll Make a list of all the
things you have to do. Prioritize it and
then schedule your time realistically to
get it all accomplished.

I
ATTENTIO N SENIORS :

• Cusmm T ,Sh1rts & Imprinted Sportswear
• Promotional Advertising
Phone
• Full,Color Brochures
Portsmouth

• Signs & Banners

431~8319

ABSOLUTE
AUCTION
ORDER OF THE OWNER

PER

These pro~rties will be sold with
No Minimum Bi<k & No Reserve Prices!

~ Cmiey Compmies of Newmarket & Durham, NH are nDtivated to sell &
are offering~ prim!, select prq,ertrs to be soki to the higb:st bkklers ~
of the prre. ~ ~ a n ei.ceik!nt: buying oppcrtunity that sh:>ukl mt be
ovaml!ro. Call klr a fitt rohr l::rochure, a:inp1ete tmns ard further inimmtic:n
0 Lurury Ocean View
~.

Townhouse Condominium
Royale Sands Beach Club
581 Ocean Boulevard
Hampton Beach, NH
Sat., May 11. 1991 at 10:00 a.m.
Ref. #lPM-72-1
0 Waterfront Home on

·--· ,___.

,

20-30 word limit.

Deadline: Ma-y l 0

.

Paul~~ls Inc~

~

Lie. #2089

1/24 page $5
1/12 page $10
1/6 page $20
Stop by the Granite, MUB rm. 125
for details ...

Beard'• Creek

Route 108. Dover Road
Durham, NH
Sat., May 18, 1991 at 4:00 p.m.
Ref. #lPM-72-6
D 4 Residential Home Site•
High bidders will choose lots ranging"in size froml/2
Acre to 12.8 AcresDurham, Lee and"Madbury, NH
(inquire about dates and times)
Ref. #lPM-72-2, 3, 4. 5

Personalize y~ur yearbook
with a personal ad.
Advertise in the
Yearbook.

356 Exeter Road, Hampton Falls, NH
603 /778-8989

lPM-72
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Stay out of it, Gregg
Gov. Judd Gregg should think before he
speaks. Once again, he has caused an uproar. This
time it is not about USNH' s proposed budget. This
time, it's about his personal religious opinions.
This year, Keene State College decided that
prayer was not appropriate at its school functions.
The college decided to eliminate invocation and
benediction from graduation exercises and opted to
hold its baccalaureate ceremony separate at a local
church, instead of on campus.
Because of the college's decision, Gregg
thinks it has decided to "reject God." He said the
decision is "beyond comprehension," and "knocks
dirt in the face of the taxpayers by saying there is no
God."
Brilliant statements Gregg. Has it ever occurred to our all-knowing governor that many of the

state's taxpayers are Atheists, Buddhists and Mormons? It seems to me that our governor is being
prejudiced. If Gregg thinks prayer belongs in all
students' lives, then it's possible that he thinks he
should make our decisions about birth control and
abortion too.
On top of thinking he can run student's
lives, he thinks he should stifle Keene State's decision. And what is the easiest way to do that?
Fire the person who disagrees with him.
Gregg thinks that firing Keene State College
President Judith Sturnick should do the trick. Since
she is at the top of the administration, it must have
been her idea, right? Let's just fire her and smooth it
all over. After all, she is leading the college into
damnation.
Gregg just doesn't get it. Not everyone believes in God. Some people believe in reincarnation.

•:•:•···········•:•:•···················•:•···········•:•·····················•:•:-:
r····
·· ······· · ·· ·· ·· ··· · · ··· ·· ·· ·· ····i
)mf~lTHmJ~P.ffQR:::::
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR
JUDD GREGG. GOVERNOR

April 26, 1991

Some people believe nothing follows death. This is
America. Although it seems Gregg may not like to
admit it, New Hampshire is part of it. And part of
being an American is being able to believe in any
religion a person wants to.
After all this, Gregg says he thinks the state
must uphold minority residents' rights without restricting "the rights and views of the vast majority."
So, Gregg as my mother used to say, if the majority
wants to go jump off a bridge are you going to go join
them? If the majority wants to burn down the state
house are you going to help?
And while we're at it, if you believe that you
should do what is best for the majority, why hasn't
New Hampshire gotten a Martin Luther King Day
yet? The rest of the country is doing it. Let's just jump
on the bandwagon.
Please Gregg, keep your religious beliefs
where they belong: in your church. Don't think you
can force us to sit through a religious service at our
graduation ceremonies. Don't think you can run our
lives. You can't. We have minds of our own.

To the Editor:
Many people will recall
my Forum page column of April
16, 1991, in which I responded to
Governor Judd Gregg's remarks
about the faculty work load. Sev- eral of my colleagues even took
the time to write kind notes to
me, and I thank them for their
encouragement. I am writing now
to share the response I received
from Governor Gregg. Enclosed
is the Governor's letter to me.
I
appreciate
the
Governor's affirmation of my title
of "professor of rhetoric." After
all, rhetoric is a noble discipline

James M. Farrell
Assistant Professor
University of New Hampshire
Department of Communications
Horton Social Science Center
Durham, New Hampshire 03824-3586

Thank you for your four page thesis entitled "A Response
to the Governor's Insults". The title which you claim,
"professor of rhetoric" is certainly appropriately applied.
Although I believe you may wish to work on your syntax as the
use of phrases such as "sucking up" appears to reflect a lack
of style or at the minimum a dearth of vocabulary.
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Dear Professor Farrell:

STATE HOUSE

with roots as old as democracy
itself. I would point out, however,
that the Governor makes absolutely no response on the substantive issues I raised in my column.
By implication, the Governor admits he misrepresented the faculty work load out of either ignorance or malice or both. He is left
only to remark upon my "lack of
style," and "dearthofvocabulary."
On these points, I will defer to
other critics and let mv column
stand beside any speech or manifesto of our fearless Governor. In
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everything from
- ~ un k ab illy to cow-rock,
o house's music is gaining a
trong following on the Seacoas
nd beyond. See story page D.
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By Chris Carney

Arts Reporter
Temple Of The Dog

Temple Of The Dog

A&:M
On Temple of the Dog,
Soundgarden vocalist Chris
Cornell and drummer Matt
Cameron collaborate with four
friends from Seattle to pay tribute
to Andrew Wood. Wood, vocalist
for Seattle's Mother Love Bone and
long time friend to all six, died
only weeks before Mother Love
Bone's debut album was released
on Polygram records.
Wood's death influenced
Cornell to write "Say Hello To
Heaven" and "Reach Down."
Having no plans to record them,
he was surprised when guitarist
· Stone Goddard, bassist Jeff Ament,
guitarist Mike McCread y and
guest vocalist -Eddie Vedder
showed interest in them.
"It started out pretty

much as a tribute project," Chris
said," but once we got together
and started teaching each other
songs, it ended up becoming a fun
project."
Temple of the Dog escapes
the dulling influence which normally accompanies an album that
has been designated as a tribute.
To the band members, it is more
than a tribute album, and this attitude is expressed in their music.
The songs don't tell tales of pain
and sadness. They highlight the
good parts of life and celebrate it.
Temple of the Dog is designed to
celebrate Wood's life and, to a
lesser extent, to mourn his passing.
The melodic, stirring lyrics and
powerful music take the listener
through a range of different emotions, but loss is not one of them.
After the decision was
made to record the songs, the
musicians spent their weekends
and spare time actually doing so.
The entire album was recorded in
November and December of last

year. This quick pace did not affect the quality of the music. In
fact, the large concentration of
creative energies in such a short
period of time may have been a
primary reason for its quality.
Chris explains, "While
we were making the album, feelings were pretty strong that it
was just a side project and a collaboration that we were all happy
to do. Once the record was made
and mixed, and we knew it was
going to be released, then I think
the tribute aspect of it started to
creep back in on everybody. The
songs had a big affect on us."
The enjoyment that the
musicians felt in making the album is obvious when it is listened
to. Their love of the music they
make allows them to make better
music, because they put a greater
amount of effort into making it.
Had it simply been a tribute
project, it would have seemed to
be more of a responsibility and
would therefore not have been as

fun, or as entertaining.

Temple of the Dog is a
combination of rock-and-roll and
blues. It will surprise and please
fans of both Soungarden and fans
of Mother Love Bone. It proves
that Cornell's musical ability and
style are not limited to
Soundgarden. On Temple ofthe Dog
Cornell once again takes most of
the songwriting duties upon himself. Only two of the ten tracks
have him sharing the writing with
another band member. Cornell
even plays the harmonica and the
banjo, something one is very unlikely to ever hear on a
Soundgarden album.
The blues influence is
most strongly felt on such tracks
as "HungerStrike" and" All Night
Thing." These songs show that all
six members not only have talent,
but musical diversity as well. In
"Hunger Strike" Cornell is joined
on vocals by Eddie Vedder. The
resulting duet is highly effective.
Vedder sings in a deep, bluesy

tone, while Cornell takes the
higher notes and increases the
song's range. Their combination
is better than they could be alone.
"Say Hello To Heaven",
the first song written by Cornell
on Temple of the Dog wonders if
Wood was not the lucky one. It
looks at the world and the pain
often involved with living. It examines the afterlife as a place of
eternal happiness, and death as a
release from pain. It begins on a
sad note, yet ends with Cornell's
acceptance of his friend's death.
The first song on the album, it sets
the tone for the rest, leaving the
loss of Wood behind and beginning a celebration of his life.
Life is finite and it is not
always happy. Temple of the Dog
shows that despite the pain, we
may sometimes feel it is worth
living for the good parts it does
contain.
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Maybe a little crazy, but definately talented, it's Bobhouse.

Bobhouse is a local band, a very
unique local band. With three tapes in
release and well over 100 shows under
their belt, it is hard to believe that the band
is just over a year old. Their music, which
combines influences from Carly Simon to
Stevie Ray Vaughan, has been called everything from funkabilly to electric disco
cow-rock. No matter what you call it,
Bobhouse is one of the best local bands
around.
Their music is a frenetic product.
The group combines the talent of its six
individuals into a kinetic music that is best
described as tight but lose. With Butch
Heilshorn and Laura Muckenhaupt on
vocals, Paul Jarvis on bass, Rodger Shosa
on drums, and Jay Fortin and Troy Gray on
guitars the band produces a polished, but
raucous and eclectic sound that relies on
heavy grooves and catchy lyrics to draw
the listener in and leave him with a smile on
his face.
February saw the release of inna
Junkie Culture, a six song EP that features
the band's best songs to date, and
demonstates the some of the range in the
group's sound. Songs like"Advertising,"
"Warehouse," and ''Junkie Culture," show
lyricist Butch Heilshorn' s ability to write
thoughtful lyrics while avoiding many of
the preachy pitfalls other songwriters fail
to overcome.
Butch's lyrics, when delivered by
he and the tamborine-toting Laura Muckenhaupt, are matched well to lead guitarist/ music writer Jay Fortin's diverse arrangements.
"Junkie Culture," probably the
band's most popular single, addresses the
pitfalls of addiction. The wah-laden frenzied dance tune warns, "Sure sometimes
we need an escape/But addiction comes in
many shapes/If you no longer can relate/
It's your life you'll desecrate." Maybe talking about a dance song with a message
sounds wierd, but Bobhouse is wierd.
If you like wierd you can't get
much odder than ''The Aliens Like _The
Kids." The country rocker features lines
like, "Don't call the cops/Don't call the
army/'cause the Aliens/You know they
like the kids." over an endless variety of
twangy guitar licks.
"Warehouse" is a grinding,
unstoppable track, heavy on Jay's fiery lead
guitar. Paul and Troy contribute to the

song's relentless pace and Roger (alias Hank
Patterson)pumpsoutt hedanceablerhythm
which make Warehouse shine as one of
their better songs. It is also one of their
personal favorites. While none of the members will pick one particular song as their
favorite, "Warehouse" made many of their
lists. But bassist Paul Jarvis points out that
to him, "All the songs are right there. None
of them come up on the list and make me go
'Oh no not this one."'
innaJunkieCultureistheband'sbest
work to date, outshining their self-titled
debut EP and last year's full-length cassette
Sompin' Big Dubbah, which were also enjoyable works. But as anyone who has seen
the band can attest, there is nothing like
seeing them live.

When satisfaction's something
I must buy
it's obvious something's gone
awry

Ads are the needle, greed is
the drug
administered by the corporate
thugs
Maximize profits, sacred
policy
Free market malignancy
-Advertising

If people think that the band's
sound is hard to describe, they shouldn't
even try to talk about Bobhouse's .stage
show. On one hand, it shouldn't be hard.
Their stage setup is simple, no props, no
scenery, just the band and their instruments.
Their lighting is straightforward. The show,
is outstanding.
The band has something that is
very rare today, a showwith no gimmicks
that is interesting, almost hypnotizing to
watch. Roger, though obscurred behind his
drum kit, makes his presence known on
every number. Paul usually stands off to

(Courtesy Photo)

the side with Troy, thumping out some
seriously funky lines, but occasionally steps
to the front to show everyone why he is the
"Bass Monster."
Troy is another story altogether.
He is often near the front of his part of the
stage, chopping out wave after wave of
rhythm riffs, giving off an endless supply of
energy. He and Butch glance back and forth
at one another now and again r,7hen Butch
isn't rocking back and forth with his eyes
closed pouring lyrics into the microphone.
Jay Fortin is the conductor for this
musical train. He drives the music along,
with a seemingly endless variety of guitar
tricks. There is no washed-out heavy metal
screaming here. Jay realizes that you have
to start with a good sound to make a great
song. Yes Dr. Scat knows one word, tone.
No, I take that back. Jay knows many things:
speed, variety, energy, and more licks than
an all day sucker. If Stevie Ray Vaughan,
Chet Atkins, and Curtis Mayfield had all
run into each other, maybe the result would
be something like Dr. Scat. Maybe that's a
little much but this guy may live up to it.
Perhaps one of the most interesting aspects of Bobhouse's live show is Laura
Muckenhaupt. The tamborine slinging
songstress adds a not only fine vocals, but a
stage presence unlike many in·the area. Her
smile and dancing have kept many a male
audience member awake.
I cannot say enough gcod things
about Bob house's live show. It is absolutely
great dance music by talented local musicians.
Tonight will be a great chance to
check out Bobhouse close to home. The
band is playing an all ages benefit show in
the MUB Pub with Fly Spinach Hy. So come
and check out a couple of great bands for a
great price ($3) for a good cause.
By Philip Fujawa Jr.
Arts Editor
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Arts Staff Reporter

"Poet, painter, musician" reads the first line of Joni
Mitchell's resume-formatte d bio for Night Ride Home. her
fourth and latest release on Geffen Records. The order of the
titles is not arbitrary: "I wrote and painted all my life.. .It
wasn't until Dylan began to write poetic songs that it occurred to me that you could actually sing these poems."
Born and raised in Alberta, Canada, Joni began
singing her poems in 1964 in Toronto-based coffee bars. A
year later, married and motivated, Joni emigrated with her
husband to the States where, through appearances in New
York, she attracted the notice of already established folk
artists like Judy Collins and Tom Rush. Those artists would
record a few of Joni's songs before she eventually procured a
record contract with Reprise through her future manager,
Elliott Roberts.
Joni Mitchell (1%8), originally called Songs To A
Seagull and produced by David Crosby, is, sadly, stiff and
calculating, immersed in the muck of Leonard Cohen monotony. Joni's second work, 1969's Clouds (a colloquial reference to "Both Sides Now''), is a striking improvement,
enjoying both critical and popular praise and containing
several acknowledged classics, including "Chelsea Morning" and "Both Sides Now."
Clouds is a shockingly revealing document. "Tin
Angel," the lead-off track, contains only a hint of the implicit,
tortured introspection that permeates the rest of the work.
The mummified aspect of Nature in the song's first verse
("Roses dipped in sealing wax/ Maple leaves tucked in a
paperback") sets up the singer's disturbing, indifferentlyuttered remark, "I found someone to love today." Even
though the singer's newfound lover is described as heartless-not a "golden Prince" -the singer remains fatalistically determined to proceed with the affair. Pretty sad, huh?
But vulnerability doesn't preclude intelligence: in
"Both Sides Now," Joni counsels, "If you care, don't let them
know/ Don't give yourself away." Ladies Of The Canyon
(1970), a collection of clever lyrical sketches, is proof that Ms.
Mitchell had no intention of giving herself away, at least
without a price. Joni makes her California neighbors pay for
their own weaknesses and indiscretions with cuts like ''The
Poet, painter and musician, Joni Mitchell
(Courtesy Photo)
Arrangement," a sort of folkie "Castles Made Of Sand,"
where the husband "could've been more/ Than a name on the door" and where the.wife released as a double album, Don Juan should
benefit from a transfer to CD.
might have once been destined to forge her own identity.
1979' sMingus, a complete crossover into the jazz arena, was brought about by the
Ladies Of The Canyon was a major step for Joni in forging a musical identity desire of the "musical mystic" (a.k.a. Charles Mingus) to work with
Mitchell. Mingus had
frequently venerated and imitated. "For Free" is a soft, melancholy piece about a street already written six tunes for Joni prior to their first
encounter. This collaborative effort
musician whose sorry situation allows Joni to see her own life from another angle. In includes candid vignettes and discussions with the
late composer who died just a short
"Conversation," Joni takes the role of Solomon-like sounding board for a gregarious while before the project's completion.
husband: "He says she keeps him guessing/ I know she keeps him down." Joni's
Between Mingus and her next studio work, 1982's Wild Things Run Fast, Joni
judgement in the "Circle Game," that we are all "captive on the carousel of time" is one of released a live, two-record set, Shadows And Light,
from her most recent tour which feaseveral attractively-worded axioms in the song.
tured musical accompaniment from guitarist Pat Metheny and his keyboardist Lyle Mays,
Blue (1971) would foreshadow a fuller sounding and jazzier direction for Joni. as well as virtuoso horn player, Michael Brecker. Shadows
is a prime example of ensemble
Nevertheless, Joni's chime-like guitar strumming is evident in the upbeat pieces "Carey," playing, with little, but well-deserved fanfare
reserved for that uncommon woman, whom
"California," and "This Flight Tonight." Joni prefers to play the piano on Blue, possibly Neil Young once referred to as "Sweet Joni."
because she was in some sort of cosmic sync at the time with fellow west coasters Neil
Joni sounds sweet indeed on her three prior releases for Geffen, even when she's
Young and Carole King who would also rely heavily on that instrument for their '71 works, found herself caught in the middle of both class and
age in "Chinese Cafe." Deliberately
After The Goldrush and Tapestry respectively.
departing from the radical jazz stylings of Mingus, Joni crafted Wild Things in the accesBlue was the first of a string of Mitchell masterpieces in the 70's. For The Roses sible, poppy vein of Court And Spark. The album has just
one problem, shared also by
(1973), her next work, like its predecessor, is piano-heavy and showcases Joni's intricate, 1985's Dog Eat Dog and 1988's Chalk Mark In
A Rain Storm: most of the material lacks an
fragile arrangements. Joni's voice is in a high register on every cut. Hooks aren't as interesting arrangement or compelling twist
(one lustrous exception is "Moon At The
abundant as on other works, but some catchy gems do exist, like the less-than-coy ''You Window'"s step-ladder melody).
Turn Me On I'm A Radio" and the sultry "Cold Blue Steel And Sweet Fire."
Joni's heart is unquestionably in the right place on these works, especially on Dog
However, For The Roses would be the last work without formal band support. Eat Dog, withitsattacks'o nyuppiesin ''Tax Free" and "ShinyToys."
Buther ability in the
Court And Spark (1974) profits mightily from the inclusion of Tom Scott's LA Express, as 80's to line a lyric with a touch of musical irony must
be called into question. Take Dog's
well as other notable figures of modern jazz like ex-Crusader Larry Carlton and Weather ''The Beat OfBlack Wings," for example: Joni chooses
horribly wimpy music as a backdrop
Report's Joe Sample and Jaco Pastorius. "Help Me" and "Free Man In Paris" were to the well-tested resolve of ill-fated characters. ''The
Beat Of Black Wings" is no "Big
deservedly successful singles, as was the FM staple, "Raised On Robbery," a real rocker Yellow Taxi" (with its insanely bright chordal flourishes
which bely the smart, serious
featuring the guitar punch of The Band's Robbie Robertson. Joni even provides some lyrics).
superb scat vocal on ''Twisted," an illustration of "idiomatic logic."
On Night Ride Home, Joni attempts to mask a song's bridge or chorus with the
The underrated The Hissing Of Summer Lawns (1975) replicates the sound and same flair she showed on Hejira and Don Juan's Reckless
Daughter. The title cut which leads
most of the feel of its predecessor. Jeff Baxter (Steely Dan/Doobie Brothers) adds some off the album, is a languorous outpouring of strings
and percussion laden with the sounds
tasty licks to the work's first single "In France They Kiss On Main Street." Joni incorporates of crickets. "Passion Play," which exhibits "Exxon
blue" in discreet contrast to the title
an African beat on ''The Jungle Line" while "the audibly inspired beauty of every player" cut's ''big blue moon," is a continuation of Joni's
activist bent which resurfaced on Dogs
(Joni's words on the sleeve) is pointedly felt on the bluesy "Centerpiece."
after a long hiatus.
Hejira (1976) was recorded after Joni's stint in Bob Dylan's Rolling Thunder
Night Ride continues with four interesting cuts, including "Cherokee Louise," a
Revue, a collection of musicians with a vague agenda and still vaguer itinerary in the poignant tale of a child's broken life, and "Slouching
Towards Bethlehem" based on a
summer and fall of '75. Hejira, full of crows, coyotes, drifters and gypsies, is a testimony poem by W.B. Yeats. Unfortunately,
Night Ride contains three songs of pseudo, doo-wop
to the Rolling Thunder experience. Movement is the dominant theme, from the strange fluff ("Nothing Can Be Done", "The Only Joy
In Town", and "Ray Dad's Cadillac").
boy on the yellow skateboard to the traveller who takes "Refuge In The Roads."
Fortunately, ''Two Grey Rooms," an indescribably solemn and wistful cut, prevents Night
Don Juan's Reckless Daughter(1977) is a rich work that requires some patience and Ride from ending on a sour, irrelevant note. ''Two Grey Rooms"
is easily the best song Joni
resolve from the listener. The epic ''Paprika Plains," its majestic complexity a prototype has written in a decade and is probably worth
the price of the work, at least for us mere
for Rickie Lee Jones' ''Traces Of The Western Slopes," will floor the listener. Originally musical mortals.
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By Chris Camey
Arts Reporter
Chris Rea

Auberge
Atco

With the recent release of Auberge, Chris Rea hopes
to earn the popularity and recognition he has not had in
America since his 1978 debut Whatever Happenned to Benny
Santini? was nominated for a Grammy. With his top five
American hit "Fool If You Think It's Over," it appeared that
Rea would enjoy a prosperous career in the U.S. Unfortunately, the ever-changin g nature of American pop music
Chris Rea
worked against him. Caught in the middle of the punk and
new wave movements, Rea's classic rock-blues guitar was pushed to a
remote corner of the music scene, where he was forgotten by many.
Believing that his career had become stagnant in the U.S., he
moved back to his native England. There, he released a series of albums
which gained him a loyal following. In 1984 Rea released his fourth album
Watersign which reached the million dollar sales mark. Featuring the
international hit single "I Can Hear Your Heartbeat," Watermark launched
Rea's first European tour. Praised by both critics and fans alike, Rea
continues to make good music. With every new album and tour, his core
of fans increases in size and loyalty.
Rea's seventh album, 1986's On The Beach, propelled him into
international superstardom . Followed by 1988's Dancing With Strangers,
which was prevented from being Europe's number one album of the year
solely by the simultaneous release of Michael Jackson's Bad, Rea continued his phenomenal success.
The Road To Hell, Rea's late 1989 release achieved quadruple
platinum status in the U.K. alone, and set the stage for his twelfth studio
album Auberge.
Rea's first release on Atco records, and his eighth American
release, Auberge contains Rea's hopes of bringing his previous chart
success to the States.
Combining brass horns and slide guitar, the album's title track
is a good introduction to Rea's style. Auberge, a place of sanctuary,
descibes Rea's attitudes toward music. To him, music is a means of
escaping from the world, and with Auberge he wants to share this means

(Courtesy Photo]
pop music
fad-driven
the
from
escape
an
provides
with others. It also
which rules the charts. Auberge is both easy to listen to and enjoyable.
The seven minute "Set Me Free" exhibits Rea's unique vocal
style. The closest comparison that can be made to his voic~ is to that of Joe
Cocker, yet Rea's voice is much crisper than Cocker's. His voice has a
guttural edge which he has mastered over his twelve year career. Europe,
because it is much less susceptible to fads, is the perfect showcase for his
uniqueness.
The bluesy "You're Not A Number" attempts to relate to the
public that every person has something to contribute. Possibly written in
response to the recent occurrences in Eastern Europe, it is a song about
freedom. Playing both lead and slide guitars, along with the hammond
organ, Rea proves his wholeness as a musician and a songwriter.
Rea explains his goals, "All I ever wanted to be was a very good
slide guitarist who could write music."
Auberge is a strong album by a strong performer. Hopefully, it
will garner enough success to justify a U.S. tour by which Rea will gain the
respect that he has long sought, and long deserved, in America.
The last few years have seen a change in American pop music.
1990 was the first year where no guitar album reached the number one slot.
Artists like Madonna and M.C. Hammer reign surpreme. It is therefore
unlikely that Chris Rea will have any immediate chart success in America,
but those of us who recognize good music for what it is will remember him
as a musician with infinitely more talent than the majority of pop-icons
who will reach number one in 1991.

,,,,,

Talk to Phil at 862-1490

.
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Some WUNH DJs take a moment to
keep readers up to date on the latest
alternative music releases.
VARIOUS; ALL I N
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LP DEF Records
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MENTAL OVERDRIVE s/e EP

R&S Records Part One
This is more music from
Belgium, but it sounds like techno
dance from (the house music capitol) Detroit. Nothing complicated
here. Nice dance. -MARC
MENTALOVERDRIVE s/e EP
R&S Records Part Two
Very aggressive dance
from a Norwegian guy called Per
Martinsen. All songs on "12,000
A.D." combine exhausting tempo
and ass-booting kickdrum to induce violent wiggling. Marc's right
by "nothing complicated" but
missed the heat of "New World"
and that "Bells" remix. The album
really gets me going. -MARC

OHS/DIMENSIONAL HOLOH ouse of
PHONIC SOUND rrhe
1 ·
God EP Rough Trade Records

. Heavy, heavy, kneeslap~mg action here. The title track
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B •
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. and Sound
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ooze w1·th enough ingenuity to
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make you want to request it on
WUNH. Isn't it powerful...God's
House? -TGNBB
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AUTOPSY "Retribution for the
Dead" 12" Peaceville
The California-based
grunge rock found on 12" features
the hard hitting, muddy sound
this British labelis known for. This
is the heavy, heavy combination
of guitars, and percussion a la
heavy metal, topped with vocals
created without the use of human
lips 'that drives mere mortals insane. They hate it, but you'll love
it. These three songs defy accurate
categorization, but in this case
that's good. -NANCY

ROBOTIKO REJEKTO TheCyper
p zyx Records
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'
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HEAVENLY Heavenly vs. Satan
LP Sarah Records
·
. . There is really some
qmte mce stuff on this album. It is
mostly sweet, Sundays-like vocals
over some very catchy guitar work.
It all works best on the faster tracks
but checkout "Shallow'' and "Stop
Before You Say It" for some nice
:~ slow ones. Every song, incidentally, is about love, boys, or both.
Guess times are tough in England.
-MATT
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By Heather Osborne
Assistant Arts Editor

Victor Borge
Portsmouth Music Hall
May 3, 7:30 pm

Danish-born pianist and comedian Victor Borge
will appear as part of the annual Spring Gala to benefit the
Portsmouth Music Hall. Borge has performed on radio, in
films, on television, and on Broadway and performs with
or leads orchestras such as the New York Philharmonic
each season. His Broadway show Comedy in Music holds
the Guinness record for the longest running one-man show
with 849 performances.
A champagne reception will begin the evening at
6:30 pm. Tickets are $35, $50, and $75. The $75 ticket
includes a supper and dancing on the stage following the
concert. For information, call the Box Office at (603) 4362400.

Mandala Folk Dance Ensemble
Portsmouth Music Hall
May S, 3:00 pm

Boston's 25-year-old Mandala Folk Dance Ensemble will present music, song, and dance from 16 different countries, including Hungary, Bulgaria, Mexico, China,
Sweden, and the United States. The 30-member ensemble;
whi ch has performed throughout Europe and the United
States, has been the subject of two television features, and
was cast in Once Around, the recent film starring Richard
DrE:,vfuss and Holly Hunter.
Tickets are $16, $14, and $12, with senior and
student discounts available. They can be purchased at the
Box Office or Ticketmaster. For more information, call (603)
436-2400.

William Shakespeare's All's Well That Ends Well
Johnson Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center
April 26 - May 4

The UNH Theater Department presents
Shakespeare's tragi-comic tale of a poor doctor's daughter
and her love for a wealthy nobleman. The play features
Sarah}. Wiggin, Christopher George, Gregory Funaro, and
Molly Brennan, and is directed by David Richman.
Ticket prices are: $7 for general admission and $6
for seniors and UNHstudents,employees,and alumni. For
information, call the UNH ticket office at (603) 862-2290. A
dinner-theater package at the New England Center is also
available. For reservations, call the ticket office.

Musical Review for Children
Hennessey Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center
May8and9

...,

The University of New Hampshire's Department
of Theater and Dance will present "Of Cabbages and Kings
and Differences We Sing," a musical review developed by
UNH Professor Carol Lucha-Burns and her students. The
review, designed to introduces children to musical theater
genre through a variety of childhood situations, such as the
development of family and school relationships. Although
the review is geared for children in grades one and up, all
are welcome to attend.
Tickets are $3 and are available through the UNH
ticket office or at the door. For more information, call the
ticket office at (603) 862-2290.

Bobhouse/Fly Spinach Fly
MUBPub
May 3, 9:00 pm

This Friday brings Bob house and Fly Spinach Hy
to the MUB Pub for a concert to benefit NH Central
America Network and the Committee on Central America.
The country-funk sound of Bob house and the thrash-funk
sound of Fly Spinach Fly complement each other well and

The Campus Calendar is
open to all local events.
If you have something
to publicize send us a
letter with all the vital
information and a brief
description of the event.
We will print all announcements based on
space restrictions. All
letters should be addressed to Arts Calendar, Attention Heath~r
Osborne, Room 151
MUB, Durham, NH
03824
UNH Student Art Show
Senate-Merrimack Room, MUB
April 29 - May 3, 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
The Student Art Association presents a galleryformat exhibition of works by UNH students. The juried
show features works in various media. The works were
selected from over 200 entries. Admission is free.

UNH Theater and Dance "Showcase" Presentations
Johnson and Hennessey Theaters, Paul Creative Arts
Center
May 13 and 14, 7:30 pm

UNH students will demonstrate the technique
and style they have developed throughout the semester at
the Johnson Theater on May 13. The dan'2ers will perform
in duet, trio and ensemble works in jazz, tap, and modern
dance.
On May 14 in the Hennessey Theater, students
will perform numbers from the American Musical Theater, including a variety of Broadway hits.
Each program will feature representative scenes
from student coursework in Theater and Dance.
Tickets are $3 and are available only at the door.
All proceeds will go to the support of undergraduate
scholarships in Theater and Dance.

From Good Homes
The Stone Church
May 4, 9:30pm

From Good Homes features high energy original
rock best described as "heavy wood." They're always a big
draw, so get thereearlytoenjoyall the sax, sllde, and fiddle
you can handle.

Senior Bachelor of Fine Arts/Arts Exhibition
Art Gallery, Paul Creative Arts Center
April 27 - June 9

The University of New Hampshire's art gallery
will feature the works of 12 senior candidates for the
Bachelor of Fine Arts degree, as well as works from a
number of senior art majors receiving Bachelor of Arts
degrees with a concentration in studio art. Included in the
exhibition will be pieces ranging from painting and drawing
to sculpture, photography, printmaking, and ceramics.
Tours of the gallery are offered free of charge and
are by reservation. On both May 2 and 9, gallery walks will
be provided by Bachelor of Fine Arts Students.
Admission is free. For tour information and hours,
call (603) 862-3712.
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A Letter
From Presi dent
Nitzsc hke
I want to thank everyone who attended the Budget Forum held on Tuesday, April 2, in the Johnson
Theater. While the financial prospects for the next biennium range from difficult to bleak, it is vitally important
that we are an informed community and that we work
together to meet our fiscal challenges.
Toward that end, it is necessary to underscore the
importance of the Allocation of Resources Task Force. The Task
Force has a major role to play in the next few weeks as we develop
a workable plan to cope with various financial alternatives, and is
examining all activities of the University to determine where savings might be realized. No programs have
been pre~selected for curtailment nor are
any free from being scrutinized.
■ •4111•---I••
In order to keep you well informed iiiiii
as the biennial budget process unfolds and
the Task Force progresses, another forum is scheduled for May 14
from 12:30- 2:00 p.m. in the Johnson Theater. For those who missed
the previous Budget Forum, a video tape is in the Library for
circulation and a written transcript is available in my office upon
request.
While we work to meet these financial
challenges, it is heartening to acknowledge the
stunning achievements of our faculty in recent
weeks. Professor James Ryan and his team of
colleagues made us all proud of the University
for their role in designing and engineering the
major instrument on board the Gamma Ray
Observatory which was launched successfully
from the space shuttle Atlantis. Those of you present in the Great
Bay Room of the New England Center on April 5 felt the excitement
as you witnessed the successful launch via a live
satellite telecast.
In addition, we share in the thrill and
,jelight that belongs to Professor Laurel Ulrich.
for ~'inning this year's Pulitzer Prize in History.
Few awards mean more in academic life, and we
are extremely proud of Professor Ulrich's accomplishment.
Given these turbulent financial times, a special note of
thanks is due Professors Ryan and Ulrich for providing our community with highpoints to celebrate. Their timing is impeccable!

-

The_ Spirit uality of Natur e
By Pamela Nealy
I
Definition of spirituality: "it is the focusing of human awareness on the istence
a practice that reveals to us profound interconnections."
'
by Charlene Spretnak
in her book, The Spiritual Dimension of Green Politics.

The word interconnectedne ss is quite important' in this definition of
spirituality. We've all heard how nature is very interconnected; what we do here affects another ecosystem there, and ultimately
what we do to Nature, we do to ourselves. For me, protecting the environment
is important not only for biological reasons but for spiritual reasons as well.
Spirituality here doesn't necessarily mean God. It means the mysterious facet
·· of Nature that science cannot explain. Science can't explain why we feel in awe
as we gaze at a summer sky filled with stars or the exhilaration we experience
~~"±.::j while hiking up a mountain trail . To revere this feeling, and give respect to
it, I believe, leads us to look at Nature with reverence and respect. We become
i'a--~=---l aware of the ~'subtle aspects of existence" and see the "profound
........,...._._.+----1-----1 interconnectedness" of everything created. We begin to see how we are
connected to Nature since, we also are part of creation. .
Could our present ecological mess be the symptom of a malnourished
.____.__.___-'------- ' spirituality? How many of us regularly set aside time each day
or each week to stop and listen to what is going on deep inside
us? Taking some time to sit quietly and relax outside or by a window overlooking some trees
allows us to connect to ourselves, to our natural surroundings, and to our Higher Power.
We can reflect upon our actions and attitudes and become strengthened by this quiet time.
,
Since everything is interconnected in Nature, I feel an interconnected approach to
· stopping environmental degradation is needed. Incorporating the spiritual dimension of
•
• _our lives, the feelings we get when we are awed or mystified be Nature, along with science,
; ~ ' can lead us closer to achieving environmentally sane living.
•
••
. Please join us in exploring The ~piri~uality of Nature on May 6th from 5-7:00 pm in the
®
Hillsboro room of the MUB. We will VIew the movie ''The Goddess Remembered" and
•
. • guest speakers Penny Morrow of the Women's Studies program and Paul Brockelman of
'
the Philosophy ~epa~ment wil~ p~sent their views on this topic. Also, UNH Chaplain
~iiiiiiiiiiiiiii)iil Mary Westfall will guide a mechtatmn to the sounds of a summer rainstorm.
•
•
Bring a bag dinner, beverages will be provided.. A resource table will be available with
suggested readings. If you have any questions plectse call Pamela Nealey at 868-7056 or the United
Campus Ministry at 862-1165.

®

'

1

Pamela Nealy is a senior at the University of New Hampshire.

Dale Nitzschke is the president of the University of New Hampshire.

~Un itin g
Again st Violen ce
Submitte d by the Women's Issues
Resource Center
Some of you may have seen them already.
They're red whistles and they are everywhere. They
are being carried by women and men, students and
staff, faculty and administration. The Women's Issues
Resource Center began distributing these whistles
on April 23, 1991, at the Take back the Night march. They are free to
anyone on campus who unites against violence by signing the
following pledge:
WECARRYA WHISTLEASAP LEDGEOFSOLI DARITY
WITH ALL OF THOSE WHO HAVE BEEN, AND WHO WILL BE,
VISfIMS OF VIOLENCE. WE PLEDGE THAT WE WILL NITT
MOCK THE SUFFERINGOFITTHERS BY USING OUR WHISTLES
FOR ANYfHING BUT TO ALERT SOMEONE IF WE FEEL WE
ARE IN DANGER. IT IS OUR HOPE THAT NO ONE WILL HAVE
TO BLOW THE WHISfLE ON VIOLENCE IN THE COMING
YEAR.
The above pledge has been signed by 250 people thus far. There
are still plenty of whistles available at the Women's Issues Resource
Center, located in room 108 of the MUB, and we welcome anyone
and everyone to unite in "taking back the night".
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ETTER~
deed, if the enclosed letter is typical
of the Governor's writing, it appears his
own "style" and "vocabulary" could stand
some polishing and augmentation. And
one more thing: we are still awaiting that
apology from the Governor.
Sincerely,
James M. Farrell
Asst. Professor
Department of Communication

Thank You
As I walked up Main Street this
morning to buy the Boston Globe, I looked
for copies of The New Hampshire - a

regular Tuesday - Friday move to keep in
touch with campus activities. Vol. 81, No. 44
was piled nearby and with only a few doubletakes to make sure it was the latest issue, the
unique masthead has prompted me to respond to Ali Jurta's invitation to write
_
something.
I am a retired engineer who appreciates living near your campus and watching
what I call "youth in action." Walking and
riding through the campus brings back
memories of my college days. Our older
grandchildren will be of college age in a few
years and we look forward to seeing them
often.
This is a word of thanks to the editors and contributors of your newspaper - it
never fails to provide int~resting reading.
And thanks, too, to those of you who greet us
retirees on the streets with cheery smiles and
hellos.
Douglas Guy
U. of Idaho '37

WOMEN
ARTISTS:
No Longer Anonymous
If you are an artist, come
celebrate your talent and those
· of other women,

2Et1itofti 11ate:.: : ~ tters•:•iacth~ :'.Eclito"hmu:~ttbe ...

·
•
·
lii~t~lltr~·
ijfiJ!liitJif
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-IJ'

Tuesday, May 7
at a coffee house
sponsored by the
Women's Issues Resource Center.

-IJ'

Contact us in Room 108, MUB
or call 862-1191 to sign-up.

Photography, artwork, poetry,
music, drama all welcome

Holy French
Sculptress,
Batman ...
MUSO''S Showing
Camille Claudel
LET's GO ...
$1 Students

Sunday, May 5, 1991 Strafford Room, MUB
7:30 & 10:00 p.m.

-

$2 Non-students •
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Announcing ...

The
Stud-e nt
-·
Of The·
Month

The
Student
Of The
Month

March, 1991

March, 1991

Ted Grimbilas
Ted, a senior Mechanical Engineering major, is a
very busy person. He been dedicated to the Student
Senate for the past two years as the Speaker of
Senate, and is one of the the founders and current
Vice-President of Phi Kappa Sigma. He is a very
outgoing person, and has made many new
members to the Senate feel at home. He also
co-coordinated the past Student Body President and
Student President Vice President elections in which
there was a record number voters. His nominator
writes "Ted is a great representation of what
students at the University of New Hampshire
should strive to be."

Susan Norman
Sus~n Norman, a Resident Assistant in Fairchild
Hall, is always out on her floor encouraging school
spirit and urging people to get involved at UNH.
That is, of course, when she's not working at one of
the many jobs she takes on to pay for her education.
She works at the Durham Bank, Ashworth By the
Sea (a restaurant in Hampton) and is the Student
Senate Secretary. Sue has planned a variety of social
and educational programs for her residents. She
cares very much for her fellow residents, and her
nominator writes, "Overall, Sue is awesome! She's
always cheerful!"

Congratulations, Sue!

Now you can afford to dream in color. ·
If you thought that finding a color
Macintosh® system you could afford
was just a dream, then the new, affordable Macintosh LC is a dream
come true.
The Macintosh LC is rich in color. Unlike many computers that can display
only 16 colors at once, the Macintosh LC expands your palette to 256 colors.
It also comes with a microphone and new sound-input technology that lets
you personalize your work by adding voice or other sounds.
Like every Macintosh computer, the LC is easy to set up and easy to
master. And it runs thousands of available applications that all work in the
same, consistent way-so once you've learned one program, you're well
on your way to learning them all. The Macintosh LC even lets you share information with someone who uses a different type of computer-thanks to
the versatile AppleQ! SuperDrive~ which can read from and write to Macintosh,
MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple II floppy disks.
Take a look at the Macintosh LC and see what it gives you. Then pinch
yourself. It's better than a dream-it's a Macintosh.
.-\pplc introduces the \h:intosh LC.

ln(x)
(x) smh(x)
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For further information visit
The University Technology Center
Thompson Hall • Room 14A
or call 862-1328 Open 9am - 3pm
,.

ti®The power to be your best~

c 1990 Apple Computer, Inc Apple, lhe Apple logo, and Mac,nlosh are reg,slered trademarks of Apple Compute': Inc SuperDrove and "The power lo be your bes!" are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc
MS-DOS 13 a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation 0$/2 ,s a registered trademark of International Busmess Machines Corporation
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·11niversity Photo (ja{{ery .
'Persona{ities·of tfie tJJurliam 'Buffa{o"

...
\
~

~·

}i

'

...,
pliotograplis by Cliristoplier ~ Webb
JI{{ pfwtograplis

were ta/(f,n by V.!)£:J{ students. If you wou{d fif(f, to submit an origina{ pfwtograpli
drop it off vy 'Wednesday at 2:00pm in tlie 'J.f!,w !Hampshire office, room 151 in tlie AfV.'B, in
1(ate{yn's 60~. P{ease inc{ude your name and a tit{e for tlie pliotograpli. 'Thank§.

,..
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HACKS HALL
TH£RE GO THOSE DUMB
BELLS AT T-J-JALL-y AREN'T PUMB
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the MIGHTY OAK

by RoRY WALDEN
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MISTER BOFFO

by Joe Martin

;[ ~QOK.£.
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C> 1991 TrlbuneMedlaSer-1fces, Inc.
AU Rights Reserved

by Mike Peters
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FOR
SAIE
BICYCLE: 21" 10-S~ Chimo
(by Sekai) w / Suntour components. $150or B.O. CANOE: "Mad
River" 161 /2' fiberglass lake and
river canoe. "Malecite" model w /
ash trim, 3 cane seats, mahogany
decks, 2 Mitchell pc1ddles and 2
lifejackets. $700 or B.O. 659-7555.

1974 Toyota Land Cruiser 4 X 4.
Looks and runs great. $2800 BEST
OFFER. 508-388-6708.
86 Buick Century Wagon V-6
Aircond.,more, Exe. cond. $2800
or B.O. Tel: 868-6887.
BICYCLES: (1) TREK 400 SERIES
MODEL #420 - 18 SPEED 24'
FRAME LIKE NEW (NOT A
MOUNTAIN BIKE) $200 OR BO.
(2) TREK 500 SERIES - MODEL
500 - 21 SPEED 24' FRAME (NOT
AMOUNT AINBIKE) LIKE NEW
$225 I BO 207-439-6016.
1 bathroomsinkw /vanity,medicine cabinet, 16 AMPS; Electric
heater w / thermostat. Best Offer.
659-3578.
The Dude's on the move, you
should be too. 1971 VW Microbus
$950 BEST OFFER 508-388-6708.
79 VW Rabbit. Fuel ejection, runs
good. Only $300. Call Ma, 8686021 leave messages.
FOR SALE-Anlmagewriter I Dot
Matrix Printer WORKS WITH
ALL APPLE COMPUTERS. Good
condition. $85. 749-9058.
Skiis, Boots and Bindings - New
and Used - All Race Stock - Sizes
from 190cm to 207cm - Priced to
sell. call Skip 868-9685.
Twin mattress - Pink satin
posturepedic supreme II; firm, like
brand new. $50 or best offer. Call
Carmen at 868-1485.
Black 1985 Cutlas Ciera
Oldsmobile. Limited mileage on
new engine. New Brakes, New
paint job, a/ c, am/ fm stereo, looks
and runs great, $2950 or Best offer. Call 433-1975 after 5 p.m or
message
leave

HELP~
WANTEDAttention all OT majors and/or
equine-minded students. Local
with
therapist
physical
hippothe_rapy practice is looking
for an assistant to work with mostly

adolescent patients this summer.
Part time and rewarding work.
Must be physically fit, reasonably
tall and have own transportation. Hours and wage are negotiable.
25 minutes from campus. Interview and references required.
Janet Danisevich PT, Danville, NH
642-5157.
Summer jobs! NH Citizen Action
the state's leading environmental
& consumer group is now hiring.
College Credits may be available.
(Earn$ and save tuition $) Training, Travel, non-traditional careers. Hours 2-10 p.m. $200-$400 /
wk. Call 225-2097 EOE.
Domino's Pizza is presently taking applications for drivers for next
semester. Must be responsible and
~aveagooddrivingrecord,Apply
m person at Domino's Pizza in
Mill Road Plaza, Durham.
THERE'S A JOB FOR YOU IN A
SUMMER CAMP: The American
Camping Association (NY) will
make your application avail. to
over 300 camps in the Northeast.
Exciting opportunities for college
students and professionals. ·Positions avail: all land and water
sports, kitchen, maintenance, arts
and crafts, drama, music, dance,
nature, tripping, R.N.'s, M.D.'s
a~hletic, waterfront, and boating
directors. Benefits may include
college credit, travel expenses. Experience or certification not necessarily required. CALL OR WRITE
FOR APPLICATION. AMERICAN CAMPING ASSOCIATION
12 West 31st Street, New York:
N.Y. 10001, 1-800-777-CAMP.

prefer summer work study and
SCUBA experience, but all applicants considered. $6-7 /hour.
Contact Jeff Rm 244 Spaulding 8623570.

HOUSING®J
Durham 2 1 /2 Bedroom- attractive- furnished apartment. Sept. 9
mo. lease for 4/$300 person - or
June 1- May $950 /monthly-walk
to UNH and parking 868-2578.

~hree Coll~ge Work-Study positions available this summer.
Working as office support staff for
the Social Security office in Portsmouth, NH. Pays $6.00 per hour.
Applicants must be approved for
college Work Study by UNH. Call
433-0639 and ask for Mr. White.
Summer jobs outdoors. Over 7,000
openings! National parks, forests,
fire crews. Send stamp for free
details. Sullivan's, 113 _E. Wyoming, Kalispell, MT. 59901.
SUMMER FIELD ASSIST ANT IN
ZOOLOC Y. Work involves filed
research, base at Jackson Lab on
estuarine fish assemblages. Would

SUMMER SUBLET in Dover.
Roommate needed to share 2
bedroom apartment. New w /w
carpet, A/C, cable. $200/month
+ 1 /2 utilities. Available May
28th. Call Paul, 868-6399.

IN SummerSublet:Apt,AboveStore
RENTAL
SUMMER
DURHAM - NEEDED, 1 ROOM- 24- Great Location. 4 people preMATE FOR A 2 BEDROOM , ferred, $180/month-Rent negoAPARTMENT 5 MINUTE WALK tiable. Call 868-7510

'F-Shirts
~Fox Run Mall ·
Newington, NH
431-4355

·Screenprinting
and

Embroidery

liBolulJ@i:i~~--@
Wearables - Buttons
Pens - Stickers - Etc,

Ylrtist on Staff

FROM CAMPUS. Parking, w/w
carpeting, cable, kitchen with full
frig.and stove, partially furnished.
You pay $225 / month plus electric
- Really Cheap. Great Landlord.
CALL NOW 868-3224.
Summer Rooms Available-Student House 4 Bedrooms, Kitchen,
living Room & 2 Baths. Plenty of
parking, 1 mile from T-Hall
Lease and security deposit required. $200 per month. Call after
6 pm 332-2568 Ask for Elaine.
Summer sublet at Red Towers.
Beautiful Apartment, Great Location. Five person apartment-all five
spots are open. Call 868-1917.
DURHAM 3 BLOCKS FROM

person apt, partially furnished,
parking available. Females only, 3
spaces avail-$175/month. Junelst
to Aug. For more information call
862-7774, 7772,7771. Leave a message!!
5 brm farmhouse, 3miles from
campus, off-street parking,
access to Oyster River, no smokers.
$850/month-summer negotiable.
Phil 742-9112
4 bedroom/3 full baths, architectdesigned, spacious contemporary
house in quiet, wooded location
overlooking river at 54 Oyster River
Road, less than one mile from campus. $995/month. No undergraduates. 862-2689 or 508-7570206.

SUMMER RENTALS-DURHAM
Two Bedroom apartments. Walk
to campus. Off street parking.
From $125/mo to $200/mo
Phone: 868-1632

LEE- Packers Falls Road. Studio
Apartment, All utilities plus cable.
Available Sept. thru May. $375 per
month. Evenings 659-7707

IN
RENTAL
SUMMER
DURHAM- NEEDED, 1 ROOMMA TE FOR A 2 BEDROOM
APARTMENT 5 MINUTE WALK
FROM CAMPUS. Parking, w /w
carpeting, cable, kitchen with full
frig. and stove, partially furnished. You pay$225 /month plus
electric - Really Cheap. Great
Landlord. CALL NOW 868-3224.

Hey you! DO YOU NEED A
CHEAP PLACE FOR THE SUMMER? THEN CHECK THIS OUT!
Duplex in Lee,3milesfromcampus.
Two single rooms, hard wood
floors, full bath, woodstove, BIG
yard, plenty of parking. ALL THIS
FOR $200mo/each room. Plus
CHEAP utilities. We've had our
lookers so hurry!! Call 659-7687
Laurie or Christa

Room for Rent In Durham, easy
walk to campus, Behind Sig Ep.
9 Woodman Ave. $235/month
Sean 868-5357-Lorraine 6592303
Rooms in big, clean shared house.
Summer rent neg. $250/month
includes heat start Sept. Privacy,
k-van, really nice 743-4761

Free haircuts, perms, and colors.
Men and women needed for advanced hair designing classes. Call
Hairstyles at 603-742-8817.
Summer Job: Peddle Cab drivers
needed. Peddle into shape/cash.
Requires endurance/ personality.
Get tan, make money. Call 207363-5502.

CAMPUS FOR 91-92 ACADEMIC YEAR, ONE BEDROOM
APARTMENT FOR TWO FEMALE STUDENTS. PRIVATE
HOMESEPERATE ENTRANCE.
FURNISHED $244 A MONTH
PER PERSON. WE PAY UTILITIES. 868-%60

New Duplex in Lee,6.Smilesfrom
campus. 3 Bedrooms with
1 room available at $225/mo +
utilities. 4 Acres, pond, deck,
large yard, lots of sun, w /d, w /
w, dishwasher, garage. Available
6 /1. Call 659-5942. Leave message.
Durham= Housing for next fallOpen House-2Bedroom/2 Bath,
Apt fully furnished-Utilities included- walk to campus- off
street parking- See this SundayMay 5 lpm-3pm. Females preferred.
Lee Duplex: 3 bedroom, furnished, carpeted, sunny, clean.
3.5 mi. from campus. No pets,
non-smoker, grads welcome.
Avail. June 1st or Sept 1st. $735
for 3 plus utilities for 12 mo lease
'
9 mo lease negotiable.
Call 659-5932
SUMMER SUBLET attheCOOPs:
Great Location!! 2 bedroom-4

CHECK OUT THIS SUMMER
SUBLET! Duplex in Lee, 3 miles
from Campus. (You need a break if
taking a summer class) BIG yardgreat for studin' and sunin'. Two
single rooms, hard wood floors, full
bath, woodstove and plenty of
parking. THISGREATPLACEFOR
20~~o/each room and cheap.
Utthties. Hurry, and don't miss out.
Other people are considering!! Call
559-7687. Christa or Laurie
NEWMARKET -2BEDROOM 2ND
FLOOR APARTMENT NEAR
DOWNTOWN. OFF-STREET
PARKING, NEAR KARIV AN
ROUTE. $550/MONTH INCLUDES HEAT AND HOT WATER. WICKED NICE LANDLORDS! CALL 659-5025 AFTER
5:00PM
NEWMARKET studios, 2 room efficiencies, 1 to 5 bedroom apart~ents. Panelled, carpeted, starting
m August or September. Quiet
buildings, security deposit, Lease,
no pets. From $295 / mo to $625 /
mo. 603-659-2655
Rent at the Coops. Two, three, four
and five person units available.
Walk to all campus facilities. Two
parking spaces per unit. Heat and
hot water included. Call Paul at PJ
Maguire agency, 868-1262.
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Newmarket One ($330) and Two
($480) Bedroom Apts, Rent includes Heat, off-street parking and
on Coast. No pets. Phone 868-2281.
Madbury 3-bedroom duplex, 4
miles from campus. $775 per
month + utilities. suitable for
families. Grads welcome. Avail.
July Call 742-2339
NEWMARKET-SUNNNY
2
BEDROOM APARTMENT NEAR
DOWNTOWN. ON KARIV AN
ROUTE. OFF-SfREET PARK.ING.
LARGE LIVINGROOM. $500 /
MONTH. INCLUDES HEAT
+HOT WATER. NICE LANDLORDS. 659-5025 AFfER 5:00 PM

800-732-4817
Durham Furnished single bedrooms with shared bathroom for
female students only. Available
for 1991-92 academic year. Private
entrance. Ten minute walk from
T-Hall. Off street parking. $1200
per semester including utilities.
After 4 pm telephone 868-2217
September year round rentalHampton Beach. Three bedroom
house fully furnished. $550 /plus
utilities.617-246-1431 after6:00pm

DURHAM-3,4 person units available. Walk to campus. Off-street
parking. Heat and hot water included. Call Evelyn at 868-1632.

Newmarket-Two or four bedroom
apartments. Panelled, carpeted,
parking. Available now through
summer, or starting in August or
September. Quiet buildings, security deposit, lease, no pets. From
$470 I mo to $625 / mo Call 603-6592655

Summer Sublet MAIN ST.
DURHAM 5 PERSON/FURNISHED OFFST.PARKING
$500 ENTIRE SUMMER 862-7787
or 862-7785

2 brm apt, 3 miles from campus,
off-street parking, access to river,
no smokers. $550 / month, summer
negotiable. Phil 742-9112. Available July 1st.

Apartments still available on
Main St. 1,2,3, and 4 person units:
Most have been recently renovated. Rents as low as$220/mth/
person. Call 508-462-6369 and
leave a message.

SUMMER
RENTAL
IN
DURHAM - NEEDED, 1 ROOM-

Durham -quiet residential. 2 rooms
furnished, shared bath, kitchen
privileges off-street parking. $900
per semester per person utilities
included. Call 868-5477.

MA TE FOR A 2 BEDROOM
APARTMENT 5 MINUTE WALK
FROM CAMPUS. Parking, w/w
carpeting, cable, kitchen with full
frig. and stove, partially furnished.
You pay $225 / month plus electric
- Really Cheap. Great Landlord.
CALL NOW 868-3224.
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nished house close to campus. Private Yard and Parking. Call 8682356.

Walker.Nomatterwhatyoucallit
- just do it on Sunday - The Lonni
Stern Road Race.

Newmarket-Gorgeous, spacious
two-story apartment for summer
sublease.This apartment will hold
three people. The charge is $150
each per month or best offer. For
more information, please contact
Sarah at 868-1755 or Shawne at
862-7888.

Running for Health. Running for
Life. Running to them. Running
from them. Running for a good
cause. Sunday - The Lonni Stern
Road Race.

Durham-Quiet Residential-2 Furnished rooms, Kitchen privileges
shared bathroom-off street parking $900/semester /rm includes
utilities Call 868-5477.

LOST&
FOUND
$.50 reward! Lost purple wool short

coat with purple lining, no buttons.
Iffound, pleasecallEllen431-7683i

11-RVICES

Run into the sun. Run to lose a ton.
Run 'til you' re done. Run cause
it's fun. This Sunday- Lonni Stern
Road Race - 9 a.m. check-in - 11
a.m. race. Check in at Alpha Chi
Omega.
Listen up, Lonni Stern Road Race,
Sunday, May 5th. At 11 a.m. -check
in9-10:30a.m.5K(3.1 miles).Only
$5, Prizes. Meet at Alpha Chi
Omega, 29 Madbury Rd. You can
do it.
A lot of people are running in the
Lonni Stem Road Race on Sunday.
Maybe you should too.

Minifest - May 4th- 11 a.m.-? Live
bands, food, games, and an outdoor movie,and lots of fun! Be
there! Down on the mini dorm
circle.
Son - Happy 22nd Birthday you're too old for me now, but
then again, you know what they
say... I love you - Sa.
To the Rollerblade Stud - thanks
for treating me to the Codfish last
Friday - the blond vixen with the
great taste in music.
M,L,J,S,C,S,T,D,C,D- It's the end
of the semester, I've lost my ere-

G oMOEB L_OU

I

Window repair and reglazing.
Broken windows, restore old
glazing and ·peeling paint. Repair
now before you have to buy. Estimates 207-363-1110. Greg.

Black 1985 Cutlass Ciera
Oldsmobile. Limited mileage on
new engine. New brakes, new
paint job. A/C. AM/FM Stereo.
Looks and runs great. $2950 or
BEST OFFER. Call 433-1975 after 5
p.m. or leave message.

J-fappy •~ ~?9
~ If 'Eirtfu£ay!
Love, Jean,Kim,
~ Kate, &Amy
(and the rest of the 3rd long)

Horse to lease. Nice bay on Packers Falls Rd. Near Fischer Brook
Farm. Monthly or seasonally
$150/mo. Call Diane 659-7707.

Durham-Quiet Residential-2 Furnished rooms, Kitchen privileges
SUMMER YOUNG DRIVE $500 /
shared bathroom-off street parkMO. SORRY NO PETS. 742-6242 ing $900/semester/rm includes
Word Processing - $1.50 per page,
AVAIL.
utilities Call 868-5477.
spell check. Resume and cover
5/24/91.
Ad ult Male needed to share house letters available - quality paper ROOM TO RENT. KITCHEN in Durham. Prefer someone aged professional look-reasonably
PRIVILEDGES LAUNDRY AND 25-40 with steady job. Only $245 priced. Call 659-2359.
TELEPHONE
FACILITIES. per month plus utilities. Available
CABLE HOOK UP. COAST BUS May 1st Call 868-5437. Ask to Scott Word processing services - next
STOP RIGHT OUTSIDE YOUR or Richard.
day return - will pick up and deDOOR $70 PP. WEEK. CALL 692liver. $1.65/page. Call Diane 9425144 OR 749-9396 REFERENCES Lee, Wonderful Summer Rental! 5881.
PLEASE.
Furnished, clean, sunny. Quiet,
country setting close to campus. BARTENDER COURSE - LEARN
Clean,comfortable Newmarket Grads welcome. 3Br $550 /month IN ONE WEEK, EXCELLENT
home for summer rent. Porch, (That's less than $185/BR!) Call PAY, FUN, FREE BROCHURE,
parking, near bus stops. 4 bed- 659-5932
MASTER
BARTENDER
rooms. $150 / person. Call Abigail
SCHOOL, 84 MAIN ST.,
at 659-2386.
EARLY ACTION= BEST HOUSE NEWMARKET, NH. TEL. 659FOR NEXT YR! 5 Bdrm, 2 ba on 3718.
FALL ROOMS AVAILABLE-Stu- lake in Dover. 15 min to UNH
dent House 4 Bedrooms, kitchen, $1150 I mo, 1 yr lease_ dep. reg' d. PROFESSIONAL WORD PROliving room & 2 Baths Includes Avail June 1, 749-4558. Lv, mes- CESSING AND TYPESETTING
Heat. 1 mile from T-Hall Lease sage.
FOR REPORTS, THESES, CORand security deposit required Call
RESPONDENCE TAPE TRANafter 6 pm 332-2568 Ask for Elaine SUMMER SUBLET
SCRIPTION, LASER PRINTING.
4 Bdrm. House close to campus. EXPERIENCED, REASONABLE,
DURHAM furnished single bed- Rent cheap. Call 862-5973
QUICK RETURN.JANET BOYLE
rooms with shared bathroom for
659-3578.
female students only. Available Durham-Quiet Residential-2 Furfor 1991-92 academic year. Private nished rooms, Kitchen privileges
entrance. Ten minute walk from shared bathroom-off street parkT-Hall. Off street parking. $1200 ing $900/semester/rm includes
per semester including utilities. utilities Call 868-5477.
After 4 pm telephone 868-2217.
New Duplex in Lee, 6.5 miles from
SUMMER ROOMS FOR RENT campus. 3 Bedrooms with 1 room HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS
AT ALPHA GAMMA RHO. available at $225 /month plus SUMMER? Jet there anytime for
MALES &FEMALES; $35/WEEK utilities. 4 acres, pond, deck, large $160 with AIRHITCH(r). (As reINCLUDES ALL UTILITIES----2 yard, lots of sun, w / d. w / w, ported in NY Times & Let's go!)
WEEKS FREE IF ENTIRE SUM- dishwasher, garage. Available 6/ AIRHITCH(r) 212-864-2000.
MER PAID UP IN FULL BY MAY 1. Call 659-5942 leave message.
26TH; 4140 REFUNDALBE DEPOSIT; FOR INFO STOP BY 6 One bedroom in a 4 bedroom
STRAFFORD AVE., OR CALL apartment in Dover for the sumPHIL OR AL AT 868-9859 OR 868- mer. Only $150.00 a month (in6658.
cludes all utilites) Call Amanda Oh Boy! Josh Davis turns 20 to(862-5481) or Shannon (862-4432) day. That's pretty valuable inforDurham-one of each 4,5,6 person for more details.
mation.
units Avail. Walk to campus -off
street parking. Heat = hot water AWESOME SUMMER SUBLET - Run, Running, Runner. Jog, Jogincluded Call Lou Kyreages. 1- Bedroom available in fully fur- ging, Jogger. Walk, Walking,

ITRAVEL

IPERSON!!I

The Lonni Stern Road Race. You
can even walk it.
Birthright - for pregnancy help 868-1607.
Phi Mu Open House!! May 5,1991
3-5 p.m. Come by and visit us!
SLICK: Life is surely very interesting when we're together. We
should do it more often. Love
BOOM BOOM.
VELLEMAN (The Eligible Bachelor) - I have a box of chocolate
covered cherries and no one to
share them with.
Nine; HAPPY BELATED BIRTHDAY - BUT JUST BECAUSE
YOU'RE 21, YOU CAN'T WAKE
PEOPLE UP AT 2:00 A.M. LUV
B2.
YARD SALE - 5 / 4/91: Packers
Falls Rd, Lee. Moving out soon,
stuff to sell? Join our neighborhood
Yard Sale Call 659_7707 _
Students, staff, faculty, please put
old clothes into trash bag I'll take
them to Salvation Army to help
0ther people out l-207-698-l 46 3•
COLLEGE RING SALE AT
T0WN AND CAMPUS: Every
dayunti1May25th.SaveonJostens
College Rings. We're here every
day to help. $40.00 Deposit Required.
"Loving couple wishes to adopt
newborn, let's help each other,
We'll provide security and lots of
love. Call Barbara and Don at (603)
929-0388."
Summer Parking, Summer Parking. Why look for a space! Own
your behind Stoke. No fuss, affordable. Call Dave 1-226-0928 lv.
message.

ativeness and we're all just a little
stressed - yeah, we can make it NOT A PROBLEM!· MLP
Corinne, Thanks for all the lessons.
I hope I can fill your shoes and
keep on top of things - JAD ·
Lynn -And you didn't believe me
when I said that you had no idea
what I was doing?! A formal occasion huh? Deux choses, rouge et
blanche, et i1 devenit meilleur.
Your Silly Goose.
Mike - what a week! Just aim for
the e nd and DON'T GET MAD.
Love, M
Come to Alpha Xi Delta's Open
House Wednesday May 8th, 7:309:30 p.m. - 3 Strafford Ave. All are
welcome!
Coffee House May 10th, 7:30 at the
Catholic Student Center Bring
your instruments, skits and jokes
to our open mike. Refreshments!
Come to Alpha Xi Delta's Open
House Wednesday May 8th 7:309:30 p.m. - 3 Strafford Ave. All are
welcome!
A Special Thanks to Veronica and
Allison for such a wonderful formal! Love, your sisters in KD.
Kappa Delta just wants to Thank
IFC and Panhel for an awesome
Greek Week. You guys did a great
job. We can't wait until next year!!
P.S. We love you Sheila and
Sherrie.
Karey Whittall - You are doing
great! Keep up the good work.
You're almost there! Love YBS
SARA.
Thanks to all the rush counselors
for a great year! -Panhellplease see CLASSIFIEDS, page 25
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Fi Im Festival
Sat. May 4

ea . . . e en s
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estiva

Elvis I Marilyn Monroe I James Dean
.·l
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Viva Las Vegas•

Rebel
Without
A Cause

Gentlemen Pref er
Blondes

..,

-

-,,,

$1 Students

-•

$2 Non-Students
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CLASSIFIED, from page 1
AKI RA- Did you put the number on the
MUSO board saying you knew where I
could borrow a copy of AKIRA on videotape? If you did, please call me and
leave a message with your phone number. My name is Phil and you can call me
at either 862-1490 or 659-6313.

Safe Rides says ...

Brian-I LOVE YOU!
Want to make a few extra bucks? If you
have any photos of UNH winter sports
(wrestling, gymnastics, track), please
bring them by the yearbook!

Laura W. The crunch is here. Finals!!
Salima - Here's your personal!! Don't kk!!! Hope we can see more of each
stress - the semester's almost over!
other before you graduate. Boo-hoo. Lin
Rico, Suave. Spaghetti Dinner. Alpha Xi AKIRA- Did you put the number on
Delta, 3 Strafford Ave. May 7th Tue$day, the MUSO board saying you knew
5-8pm,allyoucaneat.$3! What a bargain! . where I could borrow a copy of AKIRA
on videotape? If you did, please call me
Eat Papa eat. Alpha Xi Delta's Spaghetti and leave a message with your phone
Dinner. May 7th Tuesday, 5-8 pm $3. on number. My name is Phil and you can
Strafford Ave.
call me at either 862-1490 or 659-6313.
George Staffstick ! Hey! Just wanted to Do we have a date to clean thattoilet, or
tell you to have a great weekend!!!!!! what?
Hope we all get to do something fun!
Eat Papa eat. Alpha Xi Delta's Spaghetti
Donna j, sorry I haven't been able to see Dinner. May 7th Tuesday, 5-8 pm$3. on
you much this week!! Have a relaxing Strafford Ave.
weekend!! Love yer sis.

Don't drive intoxicated or ride with a driver
who is.
Call us at 862-1414.
Serving Durham, Dover, Madbury, Lee,
Newmarket, Newington, and Portsmouth.

i

Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays.
10:00 pm - 2:00 am.

To volunteer call 862-141,4, 9-5 weekdays.

SafeRides
862-1414
.....
.........
..........
............

Supported by Durham House of Pizza
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PEN LINE
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Open line is an anonymous and
confidential phone line service
offered to:
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*Promote a positive awareness
*give support
*supply information
*and in general, h~lp ALL
people concerned and/or
connected with gay, lesbian, and
bisexual issues.

Order your college ring NOW.

JC )SrI'}1~~S
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Date: April 30-May 25 Time: 9-5

Place: Town &

G
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Deposit
Required: $40.00

Campus

Meet with your Joatens Repreaentatlve for full details. See our compide ring selection on display.

Hours of operation:
Sunday - Thursday 6-9 PM

862-3922

...
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Steve Morrow goes pro Men's track
potential as a pro."
Morrow, who is 23 years
old and goes 6'3" and 210 lbs.,
won the UNH 7th player
award this past season. This
award is given to a player for
contributions on and off the
ice. Morrow, who is from
Plano, Texas, had been voted
assistant captain, along with
his brother Scott, for next season. He led the team with 58
penalty minutes. In three years
he scored 4 goals and had 21
assists for 25 points.

By Glenn Sabalewski
Sports Editor
Steve Morrow, a junior
defenseman for the UNH hockey
team, will bypass his senior year
as he has signed a pro contract
with the Philadelphia Flyers.
"Steve is a big, strong
defenseman," said Russ Farwell,
Philadelphia General Manager in
a press release. "He has been a
key player in helping to revitalize the hockey program for the
past three years at UNH, and we
believe he has a great deal of

Seven to go for Bruins
Big week for Bruins, Sox, old timers and UNH hockey
By Rob Heenan
Sports Staff Reporter
• Seven wins. That's all it
takes for the Bruins to wrap up
their first Stanley Cup in 19 years.
All they really have to do is win
the rest of their home games.

Had to
be said
...

Thanks to Minnesota beating Chicago and St. Louis, and Edmonton
beating Calgary and Los Angeles,
the Bruins have the home ice advantage for the rest of the playoffs. In short, seven wins on Garden ice and get ready for the parade and City Hall Plaza rally.
• With Roger Oemens sitting
out his five game suspension, the
Red Sox didn't do a complete fold
like everyone thought they would.
Instead, they won three of the five
games and remained in first place
over the Toronto Blue Jays by half
a game.

: : -::::: '.:".: ._:

...

::::?

back on their way to respectability.
• On Wednesday, the Celtics
greatly improved their chances of
getting into the second round of
the NBA playoffs by beating the
Pacers in Indiana. And who does
Chuck Person think he is saying
that if Larry Bird wants to run his
mouth off, he'd better be prepared
to back it up. Larry's got three
NBA titles and three MVP' s and
Person's played what, nine playoff games? Come on Chuck.
• Congratulations to Chris
Winnes who finally signed with
theBruinson Wednesdayforthree
years.
• Congratulations are also in
order for Steve Morrow who
signed with the Philadelphia Flyers.
• With all of the recent
signings of UNH hockey players
and with Jeff Lazaro playing well
for the Bruins, lost in the shuffle is
a former Wildcat who left after his
freshman year to join the NHL.
Adrien Plavsic played this year
for the Vancouver Canucks.
Plavsic, a defenseman, played in
48 games, scoring two goals and
assisting on 10 others for 12 points.
If he had been on the blue line for
the Wildcats this season, maybe
things in Providence would have
been different.

llflll./
..·.
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• Speaking of the Blue Jays,
they were no-hit by Nolan Ryan
on Wednesday night for Ryan's
seventh no hitter, by far a ·major
league record. At 44, Ryan makes
George Foreman look young, but
he's still doing it after all these
years.
• Another record went by the
wayside on Wednesday when
Rickey Henderson broke Lou
Brock's stolen base record of 938.
Henderson showed great modesty after breaking the record
when he said, 'Tm the greatest of
all time."
• The NFL lost a great man,
and a pretty good quarterback,
when the Patriots waived Steve
Grogan last week. Grogan leaves
with almost all possible Patriot
quarterback records and should
get his number retired by the New
England front office.
While on the subject of the
Patriots, they came out of the annual NFL draft looking very good.
After trading the number one pick
for draft picks, the Rocket jets to
Canada, so they wouldn't have
gotten him anyway. With their
picks, they helped rebuild the offensive line and got a big running
back. The picks and the trade
should show that the ~ats made
the right decisions and should be
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ready for NAC
Boulanger confident
By Dan Bureau
Sports Staff Reporter
This weekend, the UNH
men's track team will compete in
the North Atlantic Conference
Championships, showcasing the
best tracksters that UNH has produced. The 'Cats will be competing against the likes of Boston
University, Northeastern and
UVM. UNH coach Jim Boulanger
is looking forward to the competition and aspires for a top three
finish.
"This is our last chance to
qualify for the New Englands.
We'veputalotofemphasison the
NAC's. A good performance in
the competition solidifies us as a
good team. We must perform well
to unify and complete the season
as best as we can," Boulanger said.
Plagued by injuries, the team
appears ready to go. Long-distance
standout Dave Beauley said that
there would be "strong competition from Boston University," but
continued adding "we should
finish very well".
Boulanger went on stressing
the importance of the team's attitude, saying that they must "face
the meet with a championship
attitude". He emphasized that the
Wildcats must find a way to beat
them. "It has to be a team effort.
They have to find that little extra
to beat the best teams. We' re going
in there to win, not just compete
well.Theyhavetogointhereready
to compete, then we can pull off a
victory. I want to leave there
knowing that whether we win or
lose, we gave them a heck of a
race."
Tracksters competing in the
NAC's include UNH senior tricaptain Greg Taylor in the shot
put and Pa u1 Rand in the long
jump. Three competitors will perform in the javelin. They are Doug
Sargent, Sean Goodwin, and
Reynolds Ritchie. Sargent has seen
the most action this sea.son, but
Good win and Ritchie appear to be
primed for strong performances.
Sargent is also competing in the
high jump-an event in which he
has had tremendous success this
season, breaking the UNH previous record with a jump of 6'9."
Joining Sargent will be another
strong competitor, freshman Jeff
Lafaro.
In the pole vault, Matt Gault
will perform as will Matt
Gottendenker, both of whom had
had great seasons, turning in fine
performances repeatedly. Another
senior tri-captain will compete in
the hammer throw as Eugene
White leads junior Roger Baker
and freshman stand-out Joe
Sirignano. UNH has been particularly strong in the event all season
long. Sirignano joins Sean
Goodwin in the discuss, promising strong finishes.
The 1lOM hurdles showcases
Rand, and the BOOM looks strong
with tough competitor Art
Saunders.Jeffrey Sallade, a strong
runner in a11 three sea sons of UNH
track, will try to continue his good

results in the 3000M steeplechase.
The 100M and the 200M will be
run by another of the senior triumvirate of captains, Barney
Borromeo, and he will be joined
by sophomore Paul Pauquette.
Dan O'Shaugnessy and Matt
Hipson look forward to strong
performances in the 400M. In the
1500M,GregWipf,J.D. Wells,and
Patrick O'Connor seek victories.
In the 5000M, Dave Beauley and
Robert O'Brien will compete. In
the 10,000M Mike Cannusico, the
senior cross-country phenom, will
try his luck against the big boys of
the conference. In the 400 hurdles
Scott Clegg and Jason Lane hope
to clinch the first couple of spots
for the 'Cats. Both relay teams will
run the course.
Boulanger once again stressed
just how important the NA C's are,
"Two years ago, no one cared
about the NAC's, but now we do.
They' re a very important race. The
competition that has arisen from
this tournament has brought
breath back into the life of college
track. It was dying for a while, but
it seems to have been rejuvenated
withthedesiretowinattheNAC's .
Citing the seniors on the team
as "standing out as individuals"
and "ending a great career in the
track program," Boulanger emphasized the importance of their
leadership. "Greg (Taylor), Eugene (White), Barney (Borromeo)
and Mike (Cannuscio) have all
exceptionally
performed
throughout the year. They're ending great careers and want to go
out with a bang. This victory seems
very important to them,'
Boulanger also cited continuing
strong performances from Sargent
and Beauley, who have performed
strongly throughout the indoor
and outdoor seasons.
"If we can forget about our
problems with injuries and the
team can run their best races, we
can do well at the NAC's, real
well."
In other track news,Greg
Taylor participated recently in the
NCAA Youth Education Through
Sports (YES) Track and Field clinic
held at the Hoosier Dome, Indianapolis, Indiana.
Taylor was selected by
Boulanger as a leader, role model
and student who excels in school
as well as athletics. Taylor assisted
with skill instruction, demonstrations and teaching younger student athletes through the YES
mentor program.
The program provides opportunities for collegiate student
athletes to interact (in smallgroups) with younger student
athletes, discuss positive goal setting, share valuable personal experiences, provide positive feedback and help youth learn how to
apply what they have learned in
athletics to other areas of life such
as school and work.
Also, there is a Cross-Country and Track Banquet at the
Alumni Center at 6:30 p.m. on May
8.
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Rude Awaken ing
Ace reporter tries hand at football workouts
practice. I felt confident that I could
By Chris York
make it through the morning. I
Sports Staff Reporter
was proven wrong. Practice
For the past month and a half,
while you were just waking up or started at 7 a.m. and by 7:35 I had
still asleep, the UNH football team al~ady thrown up, and still had
25 minutes to go.
has been hard at work. Four days
Practice began with a team
a week they have been up at the
indoor track in the field house at stretch and form running. We
stopped at three stations for five
6:45 a.m. for winter workouts, and
now at 5 a.m. for spring practice. minutes each to work on speed,
explosive starts, and strength.
These guys are banging heads and
knocking each other to the cold, After the third station a whistle
wet ground while you're still blew. I felt like I was in a prison
camp or something. Everyone ran
dreaming. You might think football is a fall sport, but it requires in different direction to meet with
their coach for 40-yard sprints. The
year-round training.
From 7 to 8 a.m. it's nothing coach lined everyone up three
rows deep and one by one the
but hard work, no water breaks,
groups took off. The only break
no time to catch your breath,
was the walk back to the start after
nothing but running.
"At winter program we're sprinting the 40 yards. After my
trying to develop our kids as ath- fffth dash down the track ,I parted
with the glass of water I had drunk
letes," said UNH football coach
Bill Bowes. ''Basically, what win- before practice.
After the sprints the whistle
ter program is designed for is to
condition them, to improve their blew again and we moved on to
overaJI athletic ability, their another coach for what they called
"buildups." We jogged 40 yards
quickness, and improve their runand then sped up to three-quarning speed."
Toward the end of last se- ters speed for another 40 yards
mester, football coach Bill Bowes andthenturnedituptofullspeed
gave me the opportunity to join for the last 80 yards or so. At the
finish line stood Coach Bowes. He
the team for the workouts. He said
was a sort of scary ominous figit would be a good experience for
me, and as the football reporter ure, somehow making you run
for The New Hampshire he thought faster. You didn't want the head
it would give me a better per- coach to see you wearing down or
slacking off.
spective. I jumped at the offer.
All this time I was thinking to
The players warned me about
the nr::irtirP~ that thP.v dreaded so myself, it's only quarter till eight.
much. They told me how terrible I had only been tip that early twice
it was going to be and thought I in the semester; once for breakfast,
was crazy for doing it. I figured, if only because Stillings had sausage
they could do it, I could at least.try McMuffins and cottage fries, the
it.
other home from a party on a SatAs it grew closer and closer, urday morning.
Coach Bowes asked me if I was
The buildups contintled for
serious about doing it. I assured
20 minutes and the whistle blew
him I would do as much as I could. again. I looked around the track
He snickered at my reply, obvi- and saw bodies doubled over and
ously knowing that I had no idea guys vomiting into trash cans. The
of what I had cut out for myself.
practiceended withafewminutes
ofhighkneekicksandafewwords
March 3 brought the first

Captains named
Quaterback Matt Griffin and
linebacker Chris McGrath have
been named co-captains for the
1991 University of New Hampshire football team. The pair will
lead the Wildcats into the Annual
Blue-WhiteGameSaturdayatl:30
p.m.
Griffin is a 6'3", 200 pounder
and a native of Athol, MA had a
superb junior year. He threw for
2283 yards and 10 touchdowns,
completing 59 percent of his
passes. He earned Yankee Conference and ECAC Player-of-theWeek honors along with the New
England Gold Helmet for his efforts against Northeastern and
Massachusetts last year.
Against Northeastern, Griffin
completed 21 of 25 passes, good
for 377 yards. He threw for three
touchdowns and did not throw an
interception. Griffin led UNH to a
36-18 win over UMass, one of the
top-rated defenses in the nation.
Hecompleted28of36passes,good
for 369 yards and three touchdowns. As a sophomore, he com-

pleted 38 of 91 passes for 408
yards.
McGrath, of Marblehead,
MA, has been a standout linebacker for the past three years.
McGrath had a superb freshman
year, racking up 91 total tackles
and picking off two passes. The
91 tackles is still sixth best on the
all-time list.
Injuries hampered McGrath
as a sophomore and he finished
the year with 35 tackles in five
games. Last year, he led the
Wildcats with 82 tackles. He also
had three sacks and a pair of
fumble recoveries. His 82 tackles
last season is 10th best all-time.
His career total of 208 tackles
stands seventh on the all-time list,
but he is on target to break the alltime record of 286, currently held
by Neal Zonfrelli '85.
UNH has racked up eight
straight winning seasons and 16
winning marks in the last 17 years.
The Wildcats turned in a 7-3-1
record last year and will be one of .
the favorites to win the Yankee
Conference crown this year.

from Coach Matlack, which were
less than encouraging about what
was to come in the next weeks.
I went over to the bench where
I had left my sweatpants and my
legs were so exhausted that I
couldn't lift them to put my pants
on. One of the assistant coaches
looked over, saw the trouble I was
having, and had a laugh. The walk
home to Lord Hall from the field
house took me well over 20 minutes and I stopped half way home
to cough up whatever was left in
my stomach. I won't even tell you
about the trip up three flights of
stairs to my room.
The next morning brought
aerobics and agility work. I don't
know where the coaches found
the aerobics instructor. I think she
came from a Wonder Woman
comic book. For agility work we
hopped over tackling dummies
and crawled around on all fours,
tumbling and dropping flat to the
ground at the coaches command.
The same as day one, I waddled
home in agony, stopping to throw
up on the way.
After five or six practices I
had had it. My out of shape body
was beat and I could take no more.
I was having nightmares. My
roommate had to reassure me I
was only dreaming after I woke
up in a cold sweat. I would look at
the clock and cringe at the thought
of waking in a few hours to make
that long walk to the field house.
I was lucky in that I could
stop going, they don't. No excuses
accepted, they have to be there.
After a few practices had passed
without me there, running back
Kyle Cripps approached me in the
dining hall and asked when? I'd
been. I told him I'd had enough.
"Now you know what it's all
about," said Cripps.
I have a much greater respect
for them now, realizing the hard
work these guys put in to be a
UNH football player.
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UNHcr ewses
past Harvar d
By Donna Litalien
Sports Reporter
It's traditional at the end
of a crewrace for a losing boat to
strip themselves of their racing
shirts and hand them over to the
winning crew. For the record, there
were eight Harvard oarsmen naked from the waist up, last Sunday
afternoon.
On the choppy waters of
the Oyster river, the UNH men's
varsity crewtook the water with a
vengence against the prestigous
rowing history of Harvard University. In the finish it was UNHby
seven seconds.
At the start, it was
Harvard off the line first, taking a
one-seat lead. But it was UNH's
fastest start of the year and after a
full pressure 20-stroke rage, UNH
took a two-seat lead.
'The boat felt explosive,"
said Scott Andrews, the number six
seat man. "We had the teamwork
that had been lacking in the past
races this year."

According to head
coach Chris Allsopp, the UNH
boat settled at 37 strokes per
minute and never went below a
34.5.
At the 500 meter mar:k
UNH added two more seats to
their lead, they were rowing for
an open water victory. Then
when UNH'scoxswaincalledfor
a "power 10" it was curtains up
for the Crimson.
"We attacked like a rabid dog looking for a meal," said
seven man Matt Baldi
In the last 30 strokes
the UNH boat rowed through
Harvard and crossed the finish
line with two seats of open water, sporting a winning time of
5:07
This Saturday UNH
crew travels to Worcester, Mass.
for the New England Invitational
Regatta, where division two
schools compete for the New
England Championship.

SPORT S
WRITERS
-MAKE PLANS TO WRITE
PORTS FOR THE NEW
~MPSHIRE NEXT
EMESTER
-CALL GLENN OR
STEVE AT (1490)
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Women's lax in
NCAA Tournament
May host tourney game on May 11

UNH A~HLETICS
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By Aaron Brown
Sports Staff Reporter
The UNH women's lacrosse
team continued to roll on as they
demolished Vermont, 18-4, and
Northwestern, 18-3, in the past
week to close out the regular season. The lone blemish on the 'Cats
record was a 8-7 loss to Yale in the
second game of the season. Since
then they have turned away all of
their opponents and finished with
a nine game winning streak.
The 'Cats are ranked fourth
in the country in the Brine/lWLCA
Poll. The 'Cats have been selected
for the NCAA tournament, forcing them to tum down an invitation totheECACToumament. The
top six teams go to the tournament
with the top two getting a first
round bid. The 'Cats will likely
host a game May 11, then h9pe to
advance to the Final Four, played
in New Jersey May 18 and 19.
UNH won the NCAA championship, the only one in school
history in any sport, in 1985.
"We expected a closer game
against Vermont. Our team got
the early momentum and kept it
throughout the game. We played
very crisply and maintained a patient attack. Anna Hill had four
goals, reserve Toni Felini had four
goals, and freshman Kim
Tombarelli played an exceptional
game," said UNH assistant coach
Karen Geromini.
UNH senior midfielder Hill
scored twice and assisted on two
other goals as the 'Cats took a 6-1
lead just 11 :59 into the match. The

Crimson victim of 'Cats "plan B"
Botnick and Mechura reach their milestones in win

,.

By Don Taylor
Sports Staff Reporter
With the score tied at 12 late
in the third period, UNH coach
Jim Urquhart decided to throw a
new look at the pesky Harvard
attack and shift the defense from
man-to-man to zone coverage.
The ~ove paid off as the
'Cats stifled Harvard the rest of
the way and tool a 19-15 decision
from the tough-luck Crimson.
"Our zone slowed them
down a bit," said Urquhart.
"When plan A doesn't work,
you've got to be able to go to plan
B."
The normal UNH defensive
game-plan seemed to be in good
shape in the opening quarter, as
the Blue sprinted out to a 6-1 lead
less than seven minutes into the
period.
Harvard had scored in the
first minute of play, but senior

middie Bill Sullivan tied it up only
:25 later. UNH then scorched the ,
Crimson for five goals in the next
five minutes as sophomore middie
Eric Presbrey and senior attackers
Rich Montalbano (two), Jeff
Mechura, and Tim Vetrano tallied.
The 'Cats defense then let
Harvard back into the game with
three straight scores. "We were horrible," groaned tri-captain Dave St.
Germain. "the offense really picked
usup."
Senior goalie Stowe Milhous
was critical of his performance as
well, '1 didn't play too well," he
said. "I gave up some stupid goals,
but the offense did a great job."
The teams then traded scores
through the second quarter to end
the half at 9-6, UNH. Mechura
notched two more while his
linemate, senior Mark Botnick,
drilled his 100th career goal as a
Wildcat.

The th ird period saw the
teams continue trading scores,
the 'Cats unable to build on the
three goal margin. Strikes by
Sullivan, Botnick and Mechura
enabled UNH to stay up, 12-9.
Harvard then pounced on
the 'Cats for three scores in less
than two minutes to tie the game
at 12. This is when Urquhart decided to abandon plan A.
"Harvard's a good team," explained the coach. "They have a
bad record, but they've played
tough against some good teams."
Sophomore attacker John
Daley broke the deadlock 1:30
later and Botnick added his third
goal of the day with less than a
minute to go in the period. The
'Cats appeared headed for a 1412 lead after three quarters, but
the Crimson struck with :01 left.
"That goal really pissed us off
and woke us up," said Milhous.

Indeed, UNH came out and
buried the Crimson in the fourth
quarter. "We had great production
from the middies and especially
from (face-off man) Dave Pflug,"
said Milhous. "Pflug was immense," agreed St. Germain. "he
won it for us."
The Blue got two scores each
from Botnick and Mechura in the
quarter, while Vetrano added one
also. Mechura' s sixth goal of the
day, at 2:17, was his 100th in his
UNH career. Botnick' s goal at :36
finished the scoring and gave him
10 points (5 goals, 5 assists) on the
day.
The win moved UNH' s record
to 7-3, while Harvard fell to a disappointing 2-10. The 'Cats nexttake
on 8-5 Vermont today at 3 p.m. at
Cowell Stadium, the final home
gameoftheseason. Vermont boasts
the nation's top goalie.

teams swapped a pair of goals
each to make the score 8-3 in favor
of UNH at the half.
When the Vermont squad
didn't score until 14:15 into the
second half, after the 'Cats had
netted five more goals, the contest
was over. The final score, 18-4,
came about as the 'Cats finished
strong scoring the last five goals of
the game.
"Against Northwestern we
went into the game knowing they
hadn't had a successful season.
We worked on some plays, used a
rotating offense, and used the
game as a tune up," said Geromini.
The 'Cats had a 14-0 lead at
the half and worked on their patient offense. Theyoutshot Northwestern 41-7 in route to the 18-3
win. Kierstin Coppola and Liz
Brickley had three goals and three
assists each to share top scoring
honors.
''The team is in top shape right
now and it is our job to get them
peaking at the right time. In the
two weeks prior to the tourna-rnen t we are planning a few
scrimmages to keep them crisp,"
said Geromini.
The senior leadership and
blend of youthful talent should
give the 'Cats a great chance at
becoming national champions.
Brickley, who led theteam with53
points on the season, and the other
two captains Hill and Courtney
Peck hope that they can push the
team's winning streak to 12 games
and take it all.
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